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NEW MEXI CAE

INTERNATIONAL PEACE
CONGRESS WILL DECIDE

A STRONG

Both England and Russia Agree To
Settlement of Present Controversy Under Rules Governing
Hague Convention Facts Still
Lacking.

With But One Exception Nomin
ated By the Republican

J

London, Oct. 28. The entire dispute
between Great Britain and Russia was
ended this afternoon when Ambassador Benkendorff saw Lord Lansdowne
after a cabinet meeting. A final inquiry will bo held at The Hague under
the rule3 of The Hague conventfon.
The appointment of arbitrators will be
discussed tomorrow between Ambassador Benkendorff .and Lord Lansdowne. The only detail which remains
to be arranged is the permission of
Spain for a portion of the "Russian
squadron concerned in the "North Sea
incident to remain at Vigo until the
inquiry is completed. This no doubt
will be obtained. The remainder of
the Russian squadron is expected to
proceed to its destination.
Aspect Not 80 Warlike.
London, Oct. 28.A statement has
been issued by the Russian embassy as
follows: "We are in constant communl-datiowith the British government. As
a result of these communications the
embassy- hopes that there will be 'a
speedy and satisfactory settlement.
The whole aspect of the situation has
decidedly improved."
International Commission to Decide.
London, Oct. 28. The cabinet today
considered the Russian1 proposition to
submit the question of the individual
responsibility to an international commission. Derails of the examination of
this commission havp not yet been
quite determined upon,; but Russia has
expressed a willingness to detach the
of the second Pacific
commander
such other individual of- and
squadron
fleers as may be found to have been dl
rectly concerned in the firing for an
examination by the commission. The
cabinet meeting broke up shortly before 2 o'clock, ' the ministers laughing
and chatting and being apparently in
the happiest frame of mind, thus conis in a
firming the belief that the crisis
'
! '
fair way to be dissipated. :
In
Readiness.
Getting Everything
London, Opt. 28, Admiralty orders
have been received at Portsmouth to
stop the leave of officers and men and
directing that the torpedo boat destroyer flotilla be kept in readiness to proceed wherever ordered.
Ordered to Remain at Vigo.
St. Petersburg, Oct, 28. Orders have
been telegraphed to Vice Admiral Rojestvensky to detain at Vigo all warships which took part In the North Sea
incident.
,
Done to Prevent a Clash.
London, Oct. 28. Orders from St.
Petersburg to detain the Russian fleet
at Vigo, until a conclusion of the pres.

n

-

negotiations eliminates what was regarded here as one of
the most dangerous features of the
situation, namely, a possibility of a premature clash between the British" and
Russian squadrons in the open sea.
Russo-Britis-

h

Emperor Approves Plan.
St. Petersburg, s Oct 28. The Emperor has approved the proposal to submit the North Sea incident to an international tribunal for settlement. '
, Assume Hostile Aspect.
Gibraltar, Oct. 28. Boom defenses
are being rigged at both ends of the

harbor. The battleships of the channel fleet are still in port .with steam
up and decks cleared.
A Distinctly Better Phase.
St Petersburg, Oct. 28. Despite the
chauvinistic tone of the Russian press
this morning, and the wild talk being
Indulged, in regarding the possibility of
war, the Associated Press is In a position to state positively that the situation has entirely a distinctly better
phase and that the basis of an amicable agreement between the two governments now appears probable. There
is still danger, however, of an
incident, in view of the excited
state of public opinion in both countries. Both governments are animated
in
hy a desire to reach common ground
upon
fullest
the
light
obtain
to
order
the circumstances of the incident,
which are left more mysterious by the
statements made by Rojestvensky, A
solution would be the submission of
the affair to the international tribunal
been taken in that
and that
Almost all
doubt.
is
direction beyond
the papers discuss the affair In a spirit of bitterness against Great Britain
which is not shared In foreign circles,
where the greatest desire to reach an
amicable adjustment Is manifested.
unto-war- d

steps-hav-

!

'

Press: "I consider that the acute stage
of this deplorable misunderstanding is
over. I do not countenance for one
minute the wild insinuations that British torpedo boats were the aggressive,
but I cannot explain the presence of
two mysterious torpedo boats. I cannot believe they were Russian boats returning to join the fleet and that they
were mistaken for the foe. but if this
turns out to be the case, it was Rojest-venskyduy to protect his ships from
what he believed to be a hostile attack.
's

RUSSIANS ARE
FORCED TO FLEE
Japanese Gain Important Positions on Shakhe
River Conditions at Port
Arthur.
:

General Kuroki's Headquarters in
the Field, via Fusan, Oct. 28.The Japanese gave a stirring exhibition of
sharp and determined fighting yester-'- l
day. They drove the Russians from
the high hill ten miles east of the
railroad in General Kuroki's front,
which, is important strategically, as a
post of observation and was the only
point south of the Shakhe River which
the Russians held. About a regiment
of Russians were entrenched there with
five machine , guns. The Japanese
rushed the Russian trenches, shot
many. Russians as they were running
down the hillside and captured two of
the machine guns. The Japanese lost
20 killed and ,80 wounded. The Russians left 30 dead on the field. There
was a hand to hand encounter when
the trenches were taken. The Russians retired across the river. When
the Japanese flag was raised over the
tower surmounting the hill, the Russians showered shrapnel upon it for
an hour but without result.
End is Approaching.
Shanghai, J)ct. 28. A private letter
from Port Arthur, dated October 21st,
received here today, says General
Stoessel recently wired the Russian
emperor and court the following; "I
bid you goodbye, forever. Port Arthur
Stoessel has Installed
Is my grave."
the garrison with the spirit that to
court a glorious death is preferable to
The Japanese shells are
capitulation.
Inflicting great damage to the Russian
fleet in the harbor and to the fortifications. It is believed preparations
are being made for the last deadly
struggle at close quarters. General
SlmoQoff, it is said, would surrender,
but this i3 overruled by Stoessel. When
the end comes thousands of the enemy
will perish, as everything is mined.
Closing in on Port Arthur.
is reported that
Tokio, Oct : 28,--- It
the Japanese opened a desperate' fire
on the eastern forts ' of the Keewan
group, north of Port Arthur, during the
morning of October 26, and silenced, the
Russian bateries there. A shell exploded in a Russian magazine, killing
many. Simultaneously ine Japanese
attacked the forts of Rlhlung and
mountains, eilenced .the Rus
sian batetries there and stormed ana
occupied the forts In front of those
On October 27th a sneii
mountains.
hit the Russian battleship Sebastopol
and two Russian steamers were sunk.
Alexlff to Return Home.
Harbin, Oct 28. Viceroy Alexift to
day Issued bis farewell order of the day
to the enect mat ne was leaving iyr 01
Petersburg and thanking the officers
and men of the Pacific fleet for their
work and especially the
seamen at Port Arthur.
,
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Miss Pauline Mackay, of OakleyyDefeated
Miss ueorfia Bishop, of New naven,

TICKET
County Convention.

RINGING RESOLUTIONS

Admiral Rojestvensky

28.

Detained.
The admir

Candidacy of Senator Andrews Strongly
Endorsed Excellent Changes
for Success.
The Republican county convention
was called to order a,t 11:45 this noon
by David M. White, chairman of the
E. C. Abcounty central commitee.
bott was named temporary chairman,
Jose Ortiz y Pino, of Galisteo, secretary
and George W. Armijo Interpreter. The
following committees were appointed
by the chairman:
Credentials Ambroslo Ortiz, clial
man; Telesforo Rivera, M. S. Sena, Ramon Bustos, M. A. Ortiz, Benito Lu- jan, Teodord Garcia.
Rules and order of business A. J.
Fischer, chairman; Ricardo Alarld,
Ramon Jiminez G. A. Fleming, J, Or
v
tiz, Frank Lopez, Rafael Gomez.
Canuto
Permanent Organizatidn
Alarld, chairman; Reginald McRenzIe,
F. Romero, J. A. Wood, Atanaclo Romero, German Quintana, Juan .1. Ortiz.
Committee on Resolutions J. W. Ak- ers, J. P. O'Conner, A. J. Romero, Nicolas Sena, Atanaslo Romero and Ramon Bustos.
The following compose the new
county central committee: David M.
White, Max. Frost, H. C. Kinsell, Josei
Ortiz y Pino, J. W. Akers, Jose D. Sena,
George W. Armijo, Marcelino A. Ortiz
and Victor Ortega.
After a. short session, the conven
tion took a recess until two'O'clock this
'
afternoon.
The following is a list of the dele
gates, as reported by the committee on
'

credentials:
Precinct No.

Benito Lu- 1, Pojuaque
jan, M. Quintana.
Precinct No. 2, Te3uque Martin
Acuna, Ramon Jiminez.
Precinct No. 3, Santa Fe G. W.
Armijo, Telesforo Rivera, Seferino Alarld, Encarnacion Ortiz, Nicolas Sena,
Epimenio Archuleta, Eluterlo Ortega.
Precinct No. 4, Santa Fe David M.
White, Canuto Alarid, E. C. Abbott,
Ricardo Alarld, Francisco Romero, Rafael Gomez, H. L. Ortiz, C. C. Closson.
Precinct No. 5, Agua Fria Celso
Gallegos, Fabian Lopez.
Precinct No. 6, Clenega None.
Precinct No. 7, Cerrillos Matias
Montoya, A. L. Kendall, Hijinlo Mares.
Precinct No. 8, Galisteo Santiago
Gonzales, Jose R. Anaya, Agustin Ramos, Jose Ortiz y Pino.
Precinct No. 9, San Ildefonso Bene- dlto Archuleta, Cruz Medina, Teodoro
Garcia.
Precinct No. 11, Golden J. A. Wood.
Precinct No. 12, Canoncito Jose
Tudepque.Florentlno Chaves, Florenclo
Gallegos.
Precinct No. 13, Glorieta Frank Lo
"
pez.
Precinct No. 14, Chimayo Victor. Or
tega, Anastasio Martinez, Florencio
Vigil.
Precinct No. 15, Santa Cruz Ramon
Bustos, Manuel Vigil, TJrsulo Borrego,
I
Emeterlo Lopez.
Precinct No. 17, Santa Fe Atanaclo
Romero, George A. Fleming, J," W. Ak-"
ers, "Alberto Garcia, Ambroslo, Ortiz.'
Precinct No. 18, Santa Fe Amaao
Chaves, M. F.'.Sena, Willie Salazar,
David Gonzales, A.. J. Fischer, J. P. Connor, Reginald McKenzie, Carlos Barranca, M. A. Ortiz; each 2 vote.
Precinct No. 19, Madrid Antonio
Garcia y Armijo, Earl A. Turner, Peter
Zenardl.
Precinct No. 20, San Pedro Pablo
N. Aranda, John Cunningham.
Precinct No. 22, Ortiz Miguel Her-rera, A. Jose Romero, Camilb Garcia.
Permanent Organization.
The permanent organization was ef
fected by the election of David M.
White as chairman; J. A. wood, 01
Golden, and Jose Ortiz y Pino, of Galisteo, as vice presidents ; George W. Armijo, as secretary, and John V. Conway
and M. A. Ortiz as interpreters.
'
Resolutions.
were
The following resolutions
adopted:.
The Republican Party of the County
of Santa Fe. in convention assembled,
at-- Santa Fe, this 28th day of October,
A. D. 1904. hereby declares Its unconv
promising allegiance to the principles
Republican Party as defined in
the platform adopted by the National
Republican Convention at Chicago last
of
June, and affirmed by the platform
Mexico
New
of
the Republican Party
conven
adopted by the Albuquerque
tion.
We heartily endorse the Adminls
tration of Theodore Roosevelt as Pres
ident of the United States and deplore
the fact that it is impossible for the
Republicans of New Mexico to support
with their sunrages
him for
at the coming election. We recognize
Continued From First Page.
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St Petersburg, Oct

CHAMPION
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New Haven, Conn., Oct., 28. Miss
Pauline Mackav, of Oakley, defeated
Miss Georgia Bishop, the national cham
piou, at the open golf tournament on
the Country Club links today in the final
match by a score of one up, 18 holes,

alty authorizes the statement that Ad
NASH DEAD.
miral Rojestvensky has .been Instruct
28. Former Gov
Ohio
Oct.
Columbus
In
remain
to
an
at
ed
Vigo pending
quiry into the North Sea incident. A ernor George Nash dropped dead in his
r
today.
high admiral esH U the Associated
bath-roo-

m

SO THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW
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SANTA FE, N. M., FKIDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1904.

VOL. 41.

MILLS LEVY

The following editorial had been in diency seemed to demand it and
type for insertion in the Daily New promise was made that MarceMexican of Thursday evening of this lino A. Ortiz would add at least
For the Payment of Interest on week. Upon the urgent request of party political strength, even if his name
leaders and upon the implied promises did not add character to the tickthe New "Refunding Bonds
that Marcelino A. Ortiz would not be et. But what was the result? MARCEa place upon the county ticket, LINO A. ORTIZ' POLLED LESS
given
and
Annulled
of 1904"
the editorial was set aside. It is print VOTES THAN ANY OTHER MAN
Rescinded.
ed today because the time has come to UPON THE REPUBLICAN TICKET;'
eliminate Marcelino A. Ortiz as a fac- over 300 less votes than Amado Chav
situation. De- es, the Republican nominee for the
tor in the local
TWO MILL TAX ORDERED cency demands political
it, and the New Mex Council ; almost 600 votes less than the
ican feels assured that the voters of Republican nominee for surveyor; al
Santa Fe County will on November 8 most 200 votes less than J. D. Hughes,
To Pay the Coupons of the Present
emphasize this demand just as the Re- the Republican candidate for collector
Bonded
publican citizens of Precinct No. 18 and treasurer who was defeated by his
Outstanding
emphasized it at the primary held on Democratic opponent and whose defeat
Indebtedness.
the evening of Wednesday, October was caused by the votes lost to the
ticket because Marcelino A. Ortiz was
26. A splendid ticket was nominated
The followine resolutions rescinding this afternoon by the Republicans, uDon it.- Thus was placed into office
the tax levy of 11 mills on the dollar with the exception of this one weak a Democrat who defaulted over $14,000
on the taxable property of the county spot the New Mexican will loyally of the county's funds. There i3 no getnf Santa. F"a mnile hv tJip rnnntv n.nm. support that ticket and it is a ticket ting away from those facts and for polmissioners in September last for the that should win, excepting that one ob- ice's sake, if nothing else, Marceline
DUfDose of navlne the interest counons noxious nomination which, unless, it A. Ortiz should and ought nof have any
on th new Issue nf bonds, the "Refund. is repudiated like the New Mexican re- Dlace upon the ticket to be nominated
lng Bonds of 1904," and making a new pudiates it, is bound to weaken the by the Republicans on Friday.
But there are other reasons. Marcetax levy of two mills on the dollar for party at a time when it should go bee.
the purpose of paying interest coupons fore the people with clean hands and lino A. Ortiz is without political prin-ciDlwith
without
interests,
property
oti the county bonds now outstanding ask for support on merit alone.
His outrageous attempt
out
were Dassed by the county commis
WHERE DECENCY ENDS AND IN- - of prestige. at the
bulldozfhg
Republican prisioners on Friday last and are publishIN
BEGINS
i
PQLI-DECENCY
In precinct No, 18 on Wednesday- mary
ed by the New Mexican for the InforTICS.
mation and guidance of all taxpayers
evening stamps him as a bolter, as unPolitics is a game of give and take. worthv
marked
It
the
of
support.
narty
and property owners of this county:
The New Mexican has swallowed many line where decency ends and indecency
Be it resolved by the Board of Couna
with
dose
Dolitical
a
Renauseating
ty Commissioners of the County of smile for the narty's sake. It has, at begins. He there may have lost the
votes, votes which are
party
publican
Santa Fe,
the
dictate, supported more than most valuable at this time. But the
Whereas, This Board at its session one party's
man
whom
it knew to be unfriend votes he lost the party last evening are
as a Board of Equalization and TaxaBut there is a no
friends.
its
to
It
and
circumstance to the number of votes
tion, at a meeting held on the ninth ly
even in politics, where decency he
line
may lose the ticket if he should be
day of July, 1904, made a levy of ends and indecency begins, where the
nominated.
11 mills upon the dollar
of taxable
spuport of a man nierely because he
Marcelino A. Ortiz controls no votes.
property, as shown by the assessment belongs to your party is an imposition
election two years ago Showed itr
The
rolls of this county for the interest on
upon the tax payers and the vot the
Wednesday evening proved
Refunding Bonds of 1904."
primary
not
ers.
The New Mexican does
And. Whereas. The bondholders and
The votes he has receivea
want the Republican party of 'Santa it.
were upon the false claim
owners of judgments and delinquent
Fe County to put such a man upon its heretofore
coupons of the county or Santa ie, ticket and therefore serves notice that that the administration supports him
and administration support is a powhave not yet compiled with the underunder no circumstances can it or will
standing which this board has arrang- it. ask the suDDort of the voters for the erful thing In politics. But no admined with them through Its representa- election of Marcelino A. Ortiz, for any istration can afford to come out in the
tive, and sent for that purpose to the
open and say: "Marcelino A. Ortiz Is
county or other office. Let the blame our candidate1 for this office." The New
City of New York, and,
fall where it may, the New Mexican
Mexican knows that the administration
Whereas, The "Refunding Bonds of will not be responsible for it.
exdoes not desire to meddle in local po19J)4" have not yet been issued and
ev
The ticket nominated on Tuesday
it knows
of
Santa
between
the
county
changed
fus- litical affairs and therefore
by the
It is not behind Marcelino A. Ortiz.
Fe and the bondholders and owners of ening
that
with
bad
Is
very
ion is bad enough, it
judgments on delinquent coupons of two exceDtlons. and the Republicans
Nevejr before has the New Mexican
several
In
for
the
lieu
and
the county
so much space to so small a
devoted
out
this
voters
and point
to the
can
i8.io:i of outstanding bonds of the fact. go But what if the voter should man, but there are times when everi a
and a big man.
county issued to and prior to the year turn and
say: "Yes, that ticket is very flea becomes pestiferous
business tc
his
from
1904, and.
aside
turn
will
name
upon
but where is there a
New Mexican's business
Whereas. There seems to be no like bad, ticket
The
it.
crush
our
of
as
is
that
unworthy
that
ticket
lihood that such exchange and refund-in- e
as is that of Marcelino A. la tn hPin elect the Republican
November
8,
on
will take nlace during the remaind suffrage
to
bottom
from top
Ortiz?"
10
enougn
aside
er of this year, the "time being too
turn
will
long
it
but
foisted
was
RCfn
upon
he
Twn vears
short and no information of a aennite tha T?snnh1ican Dartv as a nominee endeavor to put Marcelino A. Ortiz out
natnre ,in reeard to this refunding and
of the political leadership business,
against the better judgment of the New
exchange of the county's bonded and Mexican and the protest 01 many of the political leadership business for
judgment debt having been received good Republicans.
Political expe decency's and party's sake.
from the owners and holders thereof,
and,
Whereas, This board is of the
with the criminal. Nothing more reIt Is impracticable to' do so
markable took place at the convention
and to accomplish this exchange before
than the plain unvarnished statement
the first day of January, 19U5, ana,
made by Rev. Harkness in regard to
Whereas. This board is of the opin
the management of the men In the
ion, that it would be detrimental to the
New Mexico penitentiary. By many it
best interests of the county and of the Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Harkness Report could not be believed what the contaxoavers and property owners there
' victs are doing on the Scenic Route
Good Meeting at Quincy,
of to insist upon the collection of the
Illinois.
and elsewhere and It was pleasing in11 mills tax levy for the reasons above
deed to the friends of New Mexico
an this was
given.
Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Harkness re when he explained that
Therefore, Be It Resolved, That the
native peoof
the
influence
to
the
due
over
the
week
turned the first of the
tax-ahl-e
levy of 11 mills on the dollar of
of New Mexico. New Mexico needs
Illinois,
ple
from
Central
Fe
Quincy,
Santa
DroDerty in the county of Santa
Mexico
went to attend the Nation- to be justly proud of the New
Fe at the time, above stated and for wherethey
is desIt
Friendless.
for
the
a
Society
Prison Conglss.
They report
the purpose of paying the interest cou- al
to lift up the people in more
tined
successful
in
and
way
snlendid
every
nons of the refunding bonds of 1904 be
Rev. Harkneas- - says
nearly 400 delegates being ways than one.
andithe same is hereby repealed, can convention,
in the out- in attendance, some of whom were he Is very much encouraged
'
celled, and declared null and voici ana from
Canfuture.
look
the
for
foreign countries. England,
collector ol
the treasurer and
were represented by
tfte? county and the probate clerk and ada and Japan
The
delegate from Japan
delegates.
ana
are
recorder
hereby
INaddress on the
an
delivered
interesting
herewith ordered and directed to make
in
that
made
country
ttrey
notations In accordance with these res- provisioncare
of the criminal class, but
olutions upon the tax rolls of the coun- fnr the
was
highly pleased with the outlook
ty for the year 1904, and treat the said he
indeterminate sentence ana pa
for
the
as
and
void
levy as above, as null and
Over Piers Warehouses tod
law
role
a3 well as the juvenile court Flames Swept
of no effect; the treasurer and
Damsfe $30t ,000.
Vessels
so
Shipping
rapidly
collector is directed not to demand law, which Is being broughtat the
pres-on- t
in
this
country
front
to'the
from the taxpayers and property own
Hme. John Kennith Ferrier was
New York, Oct. 28 A fire believed to
ers the said taxes above descrioea ana
Scotland Yard, be of Incendiary origin, swept over the
from
tha
are
owners
taxpayers and property
England, and came as a representative piers, warehouses and shipping vessels
hereby cautioned not to pay the extra
the government to aavocaie me at the Bush Terminal Company's stores
of
to
current
year
nhnvp for the
flne-pnoint method of identification. in south Brooklyn early today. The losss
collector of
th$ treasurer and
some most interesting demon
He
gave
even
should
Santa
of
Fe,
the- county
estimated at (300,000 and at least
of the method- ana. its enure
strations
same
from
demand . the,
such official
one
man, Policeman Patrick Cusbing,
.
.
have ever
No two
them and can upon tnem ior wiucm Infallability. to make fingers
'ost
life. - One steamer, the Citta' di
his
same
Impres
the
been known
"
thereof.
Line was burned-ansion and it will only be a matter 01 Palmero, of the Italian
'
Resolved, In order to meet the pay- time, in his estimation, before the
several smaller vessels loaded with
ment of interest coupons on the pres- world will
adopt this method of identi- cotton were damaged.
ent outstanding bonds of this county, a fication.
levy of two mills upon the dollar for
it la nstonishine. indeed, to find how
STOCKS BETTER TODAY.
the payment of coupons upon outstandinterest is today centered in the
much
'91,
90,
1882.
'84, '85,
ing bondfc dated
New
York, Oct 28 There was a rush
of caring for and dealing
'92, '97, Is hereby levied and made by many phases
to
get back the stocks sold yestertoday
this board and the treasurer and"
the fright over the Anglo.
during
day
collector and the probate clerk
crisis.
Russian
Very heavy buying ,
recorder are hereby and recinding, cancelling and declaring
and
all the principle
lifted
orders
on
tne
nearly
11
mills
levy
herewith instructed to place such levy null and void the
iinnn the tax rolls of the county dollar for the "Refunding Bonds of stocks.
of two
against the name of each individual 1904," and making a new levy
01
the
and
for
dollar
on
payment
the
owner
piece
mills
and
taxpayer
CHICAGO LIVE 8TOCK SHOW.
property
out
to
and
of
the
law
present
as
coupons
reauired
interest
by
of nronertv
Every stockman needs the inspiracollect the same in due course of time standing bonds of the county of Santa tion and benefit of the International
ownFe to all taxpayers and property
as prescribed by law, placing the
Live Stock Exhibition.,
thereof in the fund for the pay ers as shown on the tax rolls of 1904,
Arrange your plans to include a trip
ment of interest coupons of the bonds by mail, and that without delay, the to Chicago for this event, November
of the county of Santa Fe.
..
county bearing the expense for postage 26th to December 3d.
the
pro and nrintine and that he send a certi
Be it further resolved, that
Round trip rate via the Santa Fe,
recorder of fied copy of these resolutions to the $43.05. Ask H. S.'LUTZ. Agent.
bate clerk and
collector or tnis
treasurer and
and
he
be
hereby
this county
and
information
his
for
no
And directed ,to send due
county
All legal blanks at the New Mexican,
,
without delay. tice 'and copies ofth3fr resolutions- -
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier ....$1
Oaily, per month, by mail
7
Taily, one year by mall
4
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six
months, by
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1
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New

UNION

REPUBLICAN

NATIONAL

TICKET.
For President,
THEODORE

ROOSEVELT.

For Vice President,
CHARLES WARREN FAIRBANKS.
For Delegate to the 59th Congress,
WILLIAM H. ANDREWS.

THE TAX LEVY OF 11 MILLS FOR
INTEREST ON THE "1904 REFUNDING BONDS"

on the dollar and had the bond holders acted promptly and had the several issues of outstanding indebtedness
to be replaced by the 1904 refunding
bonds been ready for exchange, the
transaction would have been consummated and the county debt would
have been reduced from a million dollars in bonds, delinquent and unpaid
coupons and judgments, bearing five
and six per cent interest, to $600,000 in
three per cent bonds which wou,ld have
made a reduction from the annual interest charge of from $50,000 to $60,000
to $18,000 per annum.
In this connection, it is also well to
say, that a few citizens of this county
have attacked and are attacking the
action of the board in endeavoring to
as
refund the county indebtedness
stated above, in a bitter, sinister and
venomous manner, charging that the
members of Ihe board were actuated
by financial considerations for themselves and these men standing around
on the street corners are asserting that
fraud and corruption were at the bottom of the board's action. These people are among the "knockers" who are
doing Santa Fe more harm and injury
in a day than they can repair in a year.
The honest people of the county and
those who are working for its prosperity and advancement, as well as the
property owners and tax payers who
make decent tax returns and pay their
taxes promptly and honestly, have approved and do today approve the action of the board in this refunding
matter in the highest degree, and
hope and trust that the incoming board
of county commissioners will carry on
the negotiations for the refunding of
the debt and bring them to a successful ending.

"

county.

'

These proceedings,, as a whole, will
prove for the benefit of the taxpayers
and property owners and will also
show to the bond holders and judg
ment owners that while the county is
ready to proceed with the compromise
agreed upon and to carry it out in good
the bond holders and judgment
owners must act promptly ana carry
out their part of the agreement Had
the creditors of the county been dili
gent and carried out their part of the
agreement, the refunding would have
been an accomplished fact and the Interest to pay the coupons upon the new
refunding bonds of 1904 would have
been in the treasury and the coupons
would have been paid when. due. The
county commissioners had carried out
their part of the compromise so far by
making the big tax levy of eleven mills

The number of Democrats who will
vote for Senator Andrews not only in
this city and county but throughout the
several cdunties of the Territory, is increasing and that rapidly. It now
looks as if in this way the Republican
Territorial ticket will eain more than
sufflCie:lt votes to make up for the
fection of theRodey adherents.
de-fa-

Mr. Money is pleasing himself and
not hurting the Republican party by
his campaign through the Territory.
Therefore, all is well and nobody Is
displeased. This is not often the case
in politics.
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Chairman Crist, of the Democratic
Territorial Central Committee, his col
m
leagues and advisera have t acted
they
have
wisely as they might
jhen

n.

rV, ;Tr.v,:
ocrat Arthur Seligman; even a casual
investigation of the financial records
of the county shows that these county
commissioners have been faithful to
their trust and have managed county

induced Delegate

J. E.

B. S.

the race as an independent candidate

for de lega e to Congre . t tonowb
that Mr - Rodey will
affairs very economically and efficient- coming quite plain
B
woum
votes
mat
aDemget
iv Tn h Rnre. a defalcation by
bad there been no tnira canaiocratic treasurer occurred during this I Money
v,o nnrnitv remission era im. date m tne neia.
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J
mediately took prompt and active
Politics makes strange bedfellows In
steps and it is understood that the New Mexico. Rodey, Republican dele- county will not lose by this occurrence;
in Congress, aiding Money, Demo
the bondsmen of the defaulting treasur gaate nominee
for delegate in his cam
cratic
em
amount
er have paid part of the
attorney
Catron,
bezzled and will pay the remainder paign.
States
United
general,
become
if
sooner or later, even
it shall
to
ftttornev.
delegate
n
n
nnnv14nra
uuug
necessary w T.f,n
yiwmuiuso,
sessions
dozen
a
half
in
and
The expenses of the county for the Congress
a memDer oi tne legislative cuuuui,
general county fund during the past elected
by Republicans, on the ticket
eight years have been reduced right nominated
by a Democratic county conalong. Every reading and intelligent vention controlled by the Democratic
citizen of Santa Fe County may draw
Territorial Central Committee. "This
his own deductions.
a strange world, my masters!"
is
During the years 1897, 1898, 1899 and
Re
of
three
consisted
1900 the board
In recent speeches Judge Alton
publicans, and Charles W. Dudrow was Brooks Parker has made some very
chairman thereof. The worn or econ
statements concerning iub
- erroneous
omy and reduction in expenses com-
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suveiumcui. uU. ww
publican administrations. He may have
done so unintentionally and upon
wrong information given him. This,
however, with a man of his standing
as a jurist and as a citizen, will avail
nftneht. The blame is with him. He
should have posted himself according
ly before making unwarranted attacks,
To say the very least it was not a de
cent
thing to do.
ergetic in bringing about the present
the
county
of
condition
satisfactory
Candidate Money made a speech in
government by its commissioners
Socorro on Monday evening wherein
to the skies
CAMPAIGN. he praised Delegate Rodey la
THE ANDREWS-OTERFriend
Rodey
running,
"My
saying
Senator Andrews is making a manly, and he is my friend because he is runand energetic cam
straiffhtforward
ning." An honest confession is good
paign in this Territory. He is gaining for the soul. There is no doubt that
He
trnnfl nninions wherever he goes.
Mr. Rodey is proving himself a friend
acts as a man In every way, has noth- o TUT,. Mraun onH nf the nAmnp.rat.ic
ing disagreeable to say of the person- Js forgettlng that the Re.
earnhlm to a very
alityof his opponents; makes his ann i bl,can. ...party raised
. ,
...
,
,
paign upon his party's platfori
uu wen
nojpusiuUDi
nigU
political
because he fully believes that he can ing office from comparative obscur
be of great service to the people of ity, but such is life.
New Mexico a3 their delegate. In his
camnaiEn. he is ably and strenuously
The New York World attacks Chair
aided by Governor Otero, who In his man Cortelyou of the Republican Naspeeches, as he ought to, takes occas tional Committee as if he were running
ion to refute "the Democratic slanders for the Presidency. Like most yellow
which are now being heaped upon the
journals, the World overdoes things,
Territorial administration of which he and that quite often.
is the executive, and gives plain facts
and fleure3 concerning the financial
Indiana is evidently in demand. Mr.
and other Territorial affairs to the peo Bryan has just finished a campaigning
pie. This sort of a campaign tells and tour through it, Mr. Watson is stump- must tell as against Mr. Money's un
ea A nnw onri SoTldtnP TTfl.lr.
supported and unwarranted charges of
& tQ cloge n,g campalgn there.
tne corruption ana
Does it pay to be In the public eye?
aamini5T.ra.uuu nun a5al"OL mi. uwn
selfish and egotistical plea for votes,
A St. Petersburg dispatch says the
The ballots will be cast in eleven days Russian Baltic fleet is going to the
from today and the New Mexican be- front Should
England declare war
lieves that'the majority of .them 'will
Baltic fleet will go
the
Russia,
against
be in favor of Senator Andrews, thus to the bottom of the sea, and that in a
are
proving that the above statements
hurry.
true.
Charles E. Towne, candidate for
STANDING LOYALLY BY SENATOR member of Congress in a Tammany dis
ANDREWS.
trict, now scorns the Populist vote.
George W. Prlchard, of White Oaks, He does not need it any longer and
Lincoln County, and Pedro Sanchez, of hence his ingratitude. He is evident.
Taos County, were strong supporters I jy DUnt upon the Rodey model.
of Delegate a. s. Kociey in tne aidu
querque convention and stood by anal
Deafness cannot De fnrftH
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h.,t
loyal and good Republicans and are &
ana
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Prichard is making speeches for the dosed,
inflammation o'n be taK n out ana inis mno
normal uordition. hearing: will
regular Republican ticket in eastern restore I to lisforever:
nine cases out of ten
destroyed
New Mexico and Major Sanchez is cam be
is nothing- but
are cnused by Catarrh, whichmucous
surfaces.
dition f the
paigning in Socorro County, where he aninflnirirdco
tc-tI- iI
trivo.nn . Hundred Dollars for any
is addressing the native people in elo case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
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free.
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I.U., loieao. j.
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Pills
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constipation
Take
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able and how treacherous Mr. Rodey's
position is and how his race to help
to elect the Democratic candidate for
Not cs for Pub lotion
delegate to Congress is looked upon by
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roll around.
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POPULAR AND RESPECTED IN HIS
OLD HOME.
Right good testimony that Senator
W. H. Andrews, the Republican candidate for delegate to Congress is the
right kind of a man and is entitled to
the suffrages and votes not only of the
good and loyal Republicans of the Territory, but also of all citizens, regardless of party, who have the welfare, advancement and progress of New Mexico at heart, i3 given by the Albuquerque Journal in a recent issue in the fol.
lowing:
"I. N. Horner, who is well known and
highly respected by all the older residents of Albuquerque, has just returned from a visit of several months to
his old home in Pennsylvania, which
happens to be in the district that was
represented in the state legislature for
eight consecutive terms by Mr. Andrews, the present Republican candidate for delegate from New Mexico.
"After Mr. Andrews was nominated
Mr. Horner says he took pains to ascer
tain what was thought of him by his
former neighbors and constituents.
among whom he had lived for. so many
years, and he says he found that they
Invariably spoke of him in the very
highest terms. There was not one of
the many hundreds that Mr. Horner
spoke to, including men of all political
parties and factions, who uttered a sin
gle word derogatory to the character of
Mr. Andrews, but one and all congrat
ulate New Mexico upon having secur
ed him as a citizen.
"While no one believes any of the
dirty stories which the Democratic
press bureau Iils circulated about Mr,
Andrews it is gratifying to his friends
here to have the testimony of a man
we all know, to the fact that he is hon
ored and respected by all his old ac
auaintances and constituents back

The New Mexican publishes on the
first page of this issue resolutions
adopted by the Board of County Commissioners on Friday last, which
should be carefully read by every tax
payer and property owner. It appears
that the board made a levy for a tax
of eleven mills upon the dollar to be
used in the payment of interest coupons on the new issue of bonds to be
known as "The refunding bonds of
1904" and to be issued in lieu of and
to take up and refund the present outstanding bonded indebtedness of the
county, of unpaid delinquent coupons
thereon and the Judgments which had
been obtained against Santa Fe Coun
ty. The board had been at worK upon
this matter since it came into office east."
January first, 1903, and sent one of its
members to New York to consult and ANOTHER OF JUDGE PARKER'S
BLUNDERS.
arrange, with the bond and judgment
holders a settlement by which these
The Kansas City Times, an independ
bond holders and judgment owners ent paper with Democratic proclivities,
would take new county refunding makes a very just and timely criticism
bonds at sixty per cent of the face val- concerning Judge Alton Brooks Park,
ue of the now outstanding bonds, of er's speech on affairs in the Philip
delinquent coupons and judgments pines. The Times says that if Judge
against the county, the refunding Parker were acting in his former ju
bonds bearing three per cent interest dicial capacity, would he give superior
and running forty years. A commit- credence to partisan and fanatical wit
tee of bond holders agreed to this prop- nesses like Edward E. Atkinson or to
osition and the county board made the men of such fine distinction, personal
levy as stated above. It now being knowledge and official authority as
found that the bond and judgment Elihu Root and Secretary Taft? He
owners have n6t taken the necessary certainly never made his reputation a3
steps to carry out this agreement and a judge on any such preference for the
it also appearing that the time for car- wild statements of the interested counrying it out during the present year, sel as he has given to Atkinson and his
is too short, the board has concluded kind, who have gone daft on the subor maliciousthat it would be best for the interests ject of
of the tax payers and property own ly misrepresent the facts for mere poers of Santa Fe County were the levy litical effect. It is one of the Ironies
of eleven mills made heretofore taken of the Presidential campaign that
off, repealed, and rescinded, as it would Judge Parker, who has done less and
serve no good purpose to have this said less than any preceding nominee
large tax levy collected and remain of a great party for this office, and who
idle in the treasury, especially as the has been proclaimed as a particularly
money collected could not be used for careful, conservative, "safe and sane"
any other purpose. The board also statesman, should have made more
made a new levy of two mills on the blunders than have been charged up
dollar, as seen in the resolutions, to to( all other Presidential candidates of
pay the Interest due on the now out- the last dozen years.
standing bonded indebtedness of the

THE UNEXPECTED WILL HAPPEN,
The Las Vegas Optic, in comment
ing upon the speech which Mr. Rodey
made in Las Vegas on the evening of
the 24th instant, hits the nail on the
head and places his case in its true
light, when it says: "Mr. Rodey will
undoubtedly receive a number of votes
in this county from Independent Re
publicans who if the gentleman were
not a candidate would have voted for
Mr. Money. The Democratic campaign
managers who launched the Rodey
boom have discovered that it is a

SANTA FE UNDER REPUBLICAN
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
The Republican party of Santa Fe
County has had control of the ttoard of
county commissioners during the last
eight years. During this term general
county expenses have been greatly re
duced and the county government has
been honestly and evidently conduct'
ed.
During the past four year3 the
board has consisted of two Republicans
and one Democrat. The Republicans
for 1901 and 1902 were W. H. Kennedy
and Pedro A. Lujan and the Democrat
during 1903 and
fo
;n
wArn A. L. Ken- -

carried on ever since The record is
I
one of which the Republican party and
the county commissioners, individually,
both Republicans and Democrats, may
well be proud of. Although Mr. bengman is the Democratic candidate for
to the board, the New Mex
ican candidly admits that he aided his
Republican colleagues In every pos
sible way and was very active and en
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Thomas Tibbies, Populist nominee
for the Vice Presidency, has not yet
given his letter of acceptance to ahl
anxious people. There is where he is
different from your Uncle Gassoway
Davis, who has not only published his
letter of acceptance, but has made
about fourteen speeches.
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age to 1,000 shortly. His interest in
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the project as a whole is not that of a
Weak back, tired feeling, mental deMesilla Park resident only, but of an
El Pasoan as well, as he owns property
pression, sleeplessness, headache and
In this city.
other symptoms are quickly cured by
"Mr. Snow is thoroughly convinced
the use of Palmo Tablets. They act
that the Elephant Butte dam will meet
all the needs of the Mesilla and El Pa'
directly on the kidneys and nervous
M
Oscar C. Snow, of Mesilla Park, so Vafleys as no other dam could do;
Altoona, Pa., June 20, 1903.
system, and make you look and feel
was afflicted with Tetter in bad shape
I
Would Furnish Water for Texas.
60
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Book Free.
Interviewed Regarding Conyears younger.
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hand, a
color, and scale off
struction of Elephant
gineers of the reclamation service told You can yellowish
imagine how offensive it was.
At Ireland's Pharmacy.
lirst-cla- ss
said Mr. Snow, "that the dam For twelve years I was afflicted with this
us,"
at- -,
Butte Dam.
' The Wabash Railroad has
would irrigate an area of 180,000 acres, trouble. At night it was a case of scratch
Just Issued a handsome Illustrated World's
of which 110,000 acres are in New Mex ana many times no rest at all. Seeing the
Fair pamphlet containing a three color
ico. Of the remainder 20,000 acres are good the medicine was doing a friend
who was taking it for Eczema. I com
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it, and as a result the eruption be
nd half tone views of the principal
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y
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capacity
Them as Greatly as Residents of
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Las Craces, N. M.
cording to the records indicating the where once the whole bodv was affected.
New Mexico.
flow and the amount of water in the I have every confidence in the medicine,
and feel sure that in a short time these
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Rio Grande, there has been no time two
remaining spots will disappear.
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effective
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ALL KINDS Of PICTURE FRAMING.
taken into consideration it is not sur- ary work for the irrigation dam scheme reservoir. After the construction of
Send for our book
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launched
which
was
the
on the skin and its
prising that people in foreign, lands,
the dam the annual expense for main
as well as at home, esteem this remedy mass meeting last week, visiting prom- tenance' would be only 20 cents or 30
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results
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bringing
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tion with the project recommended by and
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any who write us
the government experts. .
CONFESSIONS OF A PRIEST.
about their case
committee of Ave to 'report on the or
FIN'S MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
Rev. John S. ox, of Wake, Ark.,
"During the Las Cruces meeting Mr. ganization of a Water Users' Assocta The Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, 6a
writes, "For 12years I suffered from Snow was referred to as a contented tion. The committee baa not yet been
Yellow Jaundice. I consulted a num- man, but retorted that although he had named. They will proceed at once af
ber of physicians and tried all sorts of been content to take, matter as they ter their appointment to bring about
medicines, but got no relief. Then I stood as long as discontent could bring the complete organization of the asso
began the use of Electric Bitters and no results, the time had arrived when elation. The government experts have
feel that I am now cured of the disease contentment was no longer a virtue. promised every form of assistance in
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that had me in its grasp for twelve Mr. Snow is one of the large land own-er- a furthering the work of the association
in the Mesilla Vallley, and his inyears." If you want a reliable mediFe
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Folly to Build Dam at El Paso.
cine for Liver and Kidney trouble, terests in the irrigation project in that
My interest is almost as great in
stomach disorder or general dlbility, district is purely the interest of the El Paso as in New Mexico, and I firm
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get Electric Bitters. It's guaranteed farmer. He has over' 600 acres In al- ly believe that it would be folly! to
falfa this year, and will raise that acre- - erect a dam just above this city. If
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that dam should ever break El Paso
and everything below it would be of
rhese Celebrated Hot Springs are these waters has been thoroughly test,
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drande Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
and compare the quality of
just above this city would be a condaily line of stages runs to the Springs. lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $14
stant menace. For my part I have
The temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
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site.
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stomach
gas
which
and there would be no constipation no
same whether the $7,000,000 are turnheavy consistence,
baked at a high temperature all indigestible ed
made from the whole wheat-berr- y
keeps the butter fat equally
into El Paso or into the
directly
matter removed.
aisiriDutea, in contrast with
upper valley. For every dollar investOjo Caliente. Taos County. N. M
the cheap and thin imita
will
Paso
El
in
ed
the
above,
valley
Eal
tions
which
allow
lo
the
but
and
of
Ready
PaWaWerHultHloiis Easy Digestion
receive its share.
ter fat to rise and form
Water Goes to Waste.
unsightly clods.
on
My Hgnaturt
"There must be a,n immense amount
every package.
of water which yearly goes to waste.
.rac'ts.
Dr. Price, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Dating Powder and Delicious Flavoring1
In the valley above we have the river
257 San Francisco Street.
A oook book containing 76 excellent reoelnts for using the Food mailed free to any address.
spreading out until it is four or five
two
or
of
a
with
and
miles
wide,
depth
Prepared by PRICE CEREAL FOOD COMPANY, Chicago, III. three feet that means an enormous
volume of water. The land in the val
ley can stand an assessment much larg
nine years I suffered with chronic
er than It is oronosed to make. It "For overand
during this time I bad to take an
of warm water onoe every 24 hours before
could stand $6 an acre or even $10 an Injection
I could bare an action on my bowels. Happily I
That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo- acre, and make a handsome profit. The trieu
uaacarecs, ana toaay l am a well man.
During the nine years before I used Cascarets I
ple with our fine
untold
with Internal piles. Thanks
land is rich enough to bear the cost suffered
to yon 1 am free misery
from all that this morning. Yon
When I planted samples of macaroni can use this iu behalf ofB.suffering humanity."
F. Fisher, Roanoke, III.
wheat for the government, the report
Q made on the wheat was that it was suBaskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax. Feather and
perior even to that of Egypt.
K
The Bowels
will
is
the
that
"The
people
danger
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Qarncta
WHOLESALEIAND RETAIL
begin to fight among themselves, and
--That there Is some difference
and Other Gems.
one of these days the government enIn wood. Our wood li the best
CANOV CATHARTIC
gineers' will pack up and leave U3, and
to be had & always at your call
the last chance for the valley will be
To
best
Terythtaft fa the &aa.
gone. El Paso ought to feel that she
Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
owns the valley above the city just as
Palatable, Potent, Taste Good, Do Good,
much as she owns the valley below the ..Pleasant,
Merer Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 85c, Mc. Never
IT-AJRITablets for School Children, 10 cents per Pound. New Mexican Printing Co.
D
old In bulk. The genuine tablet
COO.
city. Both are tributary to her.
Guaranteed to cure or your money stamped
back.
Phone No. S
OfFIOBi Garfield Arenas, Near A. T. A 8. F, Depot ,
Must Put Prejudice Aside.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 003
"It is going to take some vigorous inUALSALE, TEN KILU0H BOXES
Ifoor tTjAti.t,.! rfcVffaf Cooxpany
work to bring about the construction
reclamUnder
the
dam.
the
of
present
Hotioe for Publication.
T7
,
ation act, Texas could have no share in
(Homestead Bntry No. 7654.)
these benefits, but New Mexico is
turns oat
modern tindery in
of ihi Ihtzbiob,
heartily in favor of having an act pass Land Department
Offiee at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 19, 1904
cash-boob- s,
congress which would make it possible
btank-boc&- s,
Notice Is hereby sriven that the followingjaonaSs and bd-named settler has nied notice or nis intention superior
for El Paso to enjoy such a dam.
We handle the leading Brands of
of
hie
in
olalm,
to make final proof support
"During the Irrigation congress there Dd that said proof will be made before the gers, and afco loose-lea- f
ledgecs and Uanfefcooks of
or aeeeiver ac oson it, n. u.. on
KENTUCKYiBOURBONS
will be opportunity for some active Register
ainvomhnr ?.v 1004. vis: llollie Clements.
work on the project. The chamber of (Homestead Entry No. 7854) for the uwMo 1 all descriptions.
and PENNSYLVANIA RYES
The wotk dcoeby it is fiist-lsec. 13. nft ne ana LioiOjueciiuu 1 wjw
commerce of this city ought to take a nw!4
east N. M. P. M. He
19 north, range
Goods bought in bond, purity guaranteed.
hip
to prove his and
hand in bringing about the proper sen- names the followm witnesses
very lew rates. Bariww cad merchants m
continuous residence upon nnd cultivation
of
this
of
the
on
people
the
M.
timent
E.
part
Fenton, Mrs.
of sid land, via: Rev.
PURE CALIFORNIA
IMPORTED
d
J. W. Miller. Wm. Rodgers, New Mexico sboutl not send Smst book btntfin?
section.' I expect to spend the week of Jessie L. Fenton.
all of Perea N. M.
DOMESTIC CIGARS
TOBACCOS
the irrigation congress in this city, and
Manuel R.Otoro. Register.
work out of the territory, but .shocM patronise this
I shall make every effort to, further the
Our Club Rooms are Earge, Comfortable and Airy.
cause of the Elephant Butte dam, and
to work up such a sentiment as will
AKERS
very deservtag homo znafxac&zring institution.
TOWNSEND, Proprietors.
A. B. CRAYCRAFT,
bring about the' legislation needed for
;
The Job Department of
ev
s?
Oompany fa the
Francisco St.
the dam."
324
Telephone No. 94

Great for Kidneys.

,'

MEANS MUCH

FOR FARMERS

The only modern hotel in the city.

Sanitary plumbing. Electric bells.
Free sample room adjoining bank.
Popular prices and
tendance. Only two blocks from the
depot and fronting a beautiful park!

'
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REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS
Decier.

0J0 CALIEfJTE I0T SPRINGS.

INCLI HEDtibeCOMSTIPATED

M.

mm

Cut the

Economy

Brand
Evaporated
urcam

WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

Ml

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor

A. F. SPIE6ELBER6

CONSTIPATION

Not Luck But Results

COAL

M

0 If is n

OASPXTAJLj

Uoa

Cnksta.

frmrtATTv

F1UE WOOD

,

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios

bm tat

d

COAL

.

bathe

PFtT 7TI

be9tboafcbfadetyfathfuifli

TTfri

KW Uzxsx It

m

WINES.

at

ai

and

CHARLES WDUDROW,

LUMBER ''SASH

DOORS

All Kinds of Building Material

CORD AID S10VE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CEKRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
j

'

Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Had Everyttlng that li MsraMe.

PeorB 35Sant9

jv

1

,

Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N. U

Cause of Lockjaw.
Lockjaw, or tetanus, is caused by a
bacillus or germ which exists plentifully in street dirt It is inacetlve so
long as exposed to the air, but when
carried beneath the skin, as In the
wounds caused by percussion caps or
exby rusty nails, end when the air is
cluded the germ is roused to activity
and produces the mo3t virulent poison
known. These germs may be destroyed
and all danger, of , lockjaw avoided
by applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm
freely as soon as the injury is received.
Pain Balm is an anticeptic and causes
cuts, bruises and like injuries to heal
without maturaton and In one third
the time, require : by the .usual treatment It la for tale by all druggists. '

PHOTOGRAPHER

Makes this suggestion to yon.?

Come and see me if you
want the finest
6

PfjOTOS AJ1D VIEWS
Ever made in the city
MT

SPECIALTY

IS

TO

PLEASE

YOU

Developing and Finishing;
Kodak Work to Order :

I0OOOOOOOOO

I

1

most completely furnished in feetkaithvyest carrying
all the latest faces of type. Any job, from a busSoea
card to a thousand-pag- e
book, cca be turned out
This departwith equal first-clament can not but meet the dnmnrtj x the most
fastidious, and should receive the svpport of every
businessman in New Merino, The privilege of a
hid is earnestly solicited.
ss

wgimii

Santo Fe New Mexican, Friday, October 28, 19C&.
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ESTABLISHED 1856

r.

SELI G PI A N BROS.

M

Announce the arrival of their complete and

samples of Carson Pine bcott & Co.. of
bought the entire lineofofLadies
Misses and Children Coats.
"e Chicago. Consisting
of
styles of all
grades
A full line of Ladies Waists of the latest colors and
y :
:
:
'

SKIRTS,

Vi

materials.

:

:

hundred pairs of Blankets from the cheapest
Also four
a i wc Umw.
jiII ni
..v
mvwiwvm 4a
" - he
niiu k uavv Aa.'.AoA
Cut of
per cent off.;
i
above-mentione-

eo-l-l

d

.

at

RUGS,

ETC.

ETC.,

TELEPHONE 36

14

'

,

Y
--

SHOE

made in all

leathers and

styles.
&

IS ONE

Louis, u

HATH THE CHARAOTC
v.
'
99 TUS

MAKERS

Salmon & Abouslemaii,
price: $4

C&

Solel Agents.

$4.50

Telephone a6.

8an Francisco St.

f

s.KaunefeCo
GHOOBRS
SAflTA FE GOWjg PRMT

jfi

Try a Jar of
BISHOP S GRAPE FRUITflTE OR ORRHSEHTE
POULTRY EVERY WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY
VEGETABLES DAIIrY

ROSE BUTTER;
PRIM
The purest and best Butter made, from the Cleanest

Creamery in the world.
oackaffes

.

.

.

.

BOSS PATENT

Sealed in

odor-pro- of

PBIMBOSE!
aid

HOW

CRYSTAL PATENT
BOSS PATENT :
CRYSTAL PATENT

air-tig- ht,

i

REPUBLICANS OF
SANDOVALCOUNTY
PERSONAL MENTION

$ J.60 for 501b. Sack
$1.55 for 50 lb. Sack

Mrs. Starr' Hayes, of Dixon, arrived
in the city last evening for a few days
visit.
.
Mrs. B. B. Cosgrove, of drand Rapids,
guest at
Michigan, will be an
Sunmount.
M. Gargaura left last evening for Albuquerque. He was here to attend the
Koury funeral.
;.-- '
Victor Ortega, of Chlmayo, wasamojJJ
the delegates in today's convention from
,
the northern part of the county.
BeDito Lujan. of Pojoaque, represented his precinct in tho Republican county convention which was held todayi'
P. E Con boy, a Denver Insuranw
man, Itiir, this morning' for his heme
after transacting business in Santa Fe.
M. Farah, Miss Farah and 0. Maloof
returned to Las Vegas last night after
attending the funeral of the late John
Koury.
Ramon Bustos and Ursu'o Borrego, of
Santa Cruz, spent the day in the city in
attendance upon the Republican county convention.
W. S. Hopewell, general manager of
the Albuquerque Eastern Railroad, wenjt
to Moriarty this morning ' on business
Jt- connected with that road.
Chairman H. O. Bursum of the Ter
ritorial Republican Central Committee
eft last night for the southern part M
'
;
the Territory on business
John M. Beranger, of MaDsfleld, Ohio,
has asked for accommodations at sun- mount Tent City and expects to pass ths
winter at this famous resort.
George M. Cuyler, of Rochester, New
York, who has beon at the Palace for
the past few days, left on the Denver &
Rio Grande this morning for Denver'

y

For

First

Class

$AIITAIY PLUMBING

guttrw.

A.

Nominate a Ticket and Strenuously Endorse
Senator W. H. Andrews For Congress.

"

Headquarters For

HcRcnzieHi

Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Koury arrived
atyesterday from . Albuquerque and
tended the funeral of the late John
Koury. They will ieturn this evening
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Robinson, ,of
Coshocton, Ohio, who spent the summer
.t, Sunmbunt Tent City will return in a
few days to spend the winter at the
resort.
m
p: w. Knicht and children, who
have been visiting at Mrs. Knight's old
home in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, ior
the past three months, arrived home
last night via the Denver & Rio Grande.
Mr. Knight went to Denver to meet his
family and accompanied them home.
Antonio y Armljo and Peter ZInardi,
of Madrid, represented that precinct In
E.. Turner, the
today's convention. A.
third delegate was uname 10 oe preseui.
nr. upcnunt of illness. Messrs. Armljo
and ZInardi worked hard for the nomi
nation of Dr'. Clarke for representative
and they feel very well satisfied that
Dr. Clarke
they succeeded, believing that
clasi
first
a
repre
If elected will prove
sentatlve.

Joseph Pruftt, of Aztec, probate clerk
of San Juan County, arrived in the city
last evening and was a witness in the
case of Markley vs. Mills, which .wits
heard before Judge J. R. McFle ' this
morning.
Carry-Stonand Omar Gillett,
who have been residents of Sunmount
reft yesterTent City for
day for El Paso- - Miss .Stone's father
som-month-

s,

Th4) Republicans of Sandoval County
nnHop ea.ll issued by the members of the
.

Territorial Central Committee for that
on
county held their county convention
TOdnASdav last at Los Corrales and
nominated a full legislative and county

ticket.
Paulin Montoya

was elected tempor
chairman and J. M. Montoya tem
on
porary secretary. vThe committee
the
permanent organization reported
chairman!
following: J. M. Montoya,
Leandro Sandoval and Jose I. Dimas,
and J. David Baca,

al

n,

secretary.
The following ticket was nominated:
For representative Cornelio M. Sandoval. ;
For sheriff Emlllano M. Sandoval.
For probate judge Nicolas de la O.
For probate clerk M. C de Baca.
Dominguez,
For commissioners-Ju- an
Paulaten Mora, Pedro Castillo.
For collector and treasurer E. A.
Miera.
Fe.For superintendent of schools J.
lipe Sjilva.
For Assessor E. A. Purea.
For river commissioners- -' N. Perea,
N. Gonzales, E. Lucero, Juan Garcia.
The cbmaitttee 0" resolutions sub
mitted the following, which were unanimously adopted:
The Republicans of Sandoval County,
New Mexico, in convention assembled,
in the most enthusiastic terms reaffirm
our allegiance to the great Republican
uational
party as enunciated in the last
of
the
at
Chicago,
city
platform adopted
and as reaffirmed by the last territorial
Republican convention.
We endorse very sincerely the nationa
and territorial administrations and poiut
with pride to the financial record of the
of
territory under the able management
officials.
his
and
Governor Otero
We sincerely endorse the judiciary of
the territory, and especially the juilpial
administration of Hon. Benjamin S.
Raker, of the second judicial district.
We slncaijely approve the action of
'

Some people have the

V.

tit

habit

of
goes; a new one quickly comes. It's the story
to
consumption. Ayer s
a weak throat, weak lungs, a tendency
-..
habit. It strensth- DA.Afuii hroaira nn the takinff-col- d
ens, sootnes, neais. vonsuu your uwaui twuMMjg

the old cold

All Work will be sure to please you.

taking-col- d

-t.-

is in the dsug m&sk&f

Hon. William H. Andrews.
That the nominees of this convention
for countv officers unanimously . agree
to manage all the .affairs of the coupty,
!
if elected, economically, ana in
way.
That we pledge our member for the
house of representatives to use his most j
earnest enorts to ootain an apprupna-tio- n
at the next session of the territorial
res
legislature to aid the suffers by the
1

cent

flood.

it
ce

v

adoption f the above resofollowing central committee
Alejandro Sandoval, chairde Baca, secretary; Pedro
Perea, Francisco C. de Baca, J. M.
Montoya. M: C. de Baca, E. A. Miera,
Paulin Montoya, E. M. Sandoval, Juan
Domlngues, J. R. Mora, Manue) ArmljAfter the
lutions, the
was named:
man; M. C.

Tl IE TABLE.
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MlMS
i
Ho.125.
5:30 pm. Ar.... Santa
8:4u a m...L.... AUmo...Ar

No. 186

9:.Li..

8:40 p m
8:50 am
Alamosa via Salida..LY
187..
S:4Sa,i
Puoblo.
2.2"nia..Lv
8.00 p m..LT....PnTOT....Ar..0.. iflOam

...!..

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.
Connections. :'
At Antonito for Duraneo. Sllverton
and lntermedtte points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate points via either the stand- Una via T,n. Vets Pass or the
.a
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
entire trip in Gay ngn ana passing
tk..nn.,h tho FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE.
also for all points on Creede branch. ;
F. H. McBbidk, Agent.
Santa Fe. N. M
8 K. Hoopsra, G. P A.
Denver, 3ok.

snd you waat
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S 19,

4

11
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24

acres in

160

E;

San Miguel County.
3444. Cosine D. Carrilio, Santa Fe.
Lots 3 and 4..N 2 SW.1-4- , S 36, T 18
N, R 10 E; 168.52 acres in Santa Fe.
A
County.
3445. Jose A. Martinez," Springer!
SW 4 NW
SE
W 2 SW
S 34, T 23 N, R 20 E; 160 acres
SW
In Colfax County.
.
3446. Cristobal B. Garcia, AlbuquerS 25, T 9 N, R 6 E; 160
que. SW
acres in Bernalillo County.
'
Homestead Entries.
The following homestead entries
have been filed in the United States
land office;
8120. Cleotllde Chaves, Cuervo. W
S 24, TUN,
E 2 SW
SE
R 23 E, 160 acres in Leonard Wood
County.
8121. Toribro Chaves, San Rafael.
S
SW
lots 3 and 4, S 10, T 10
N, R 10 W; , 126.09 acres in Valencia
'

1--

1--

1--

1-- 4

1--

1--

1--

1-- 2

1

1--

County."
8122.

1.

Jose F. Gallegos. San Rafael.
SE
SE
NW
SE
S 6, T 3 N, R 17 N; 160 acres

4
E
NE
In Socorro County.
Sanchez.
8123. Andres .Gutierrez,
S 4;
NW 4 NW
N
SW
S 5, T 15 N, R 23 E; 160
NE 4 SE
i. v
acres'in San Miguel County.
8124. Andres J. Aguilar, Anton Chi-cS 12,
E 2 NW
NE
W
T 6 N, R 15 E; 160 acres In Valencia
County.
8126. Melicio Larranaga, Palma. S
S 4, T 7
S 5, W 2 SW
SE
N, R 13 E; 160 acres In Valencia Coun.
ty.
1--

1--

1-- 4,

1--

1--

1-- 2

1--

1-- 4,

1-- 4

2

1--
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1--

1--

1--

2

1--

1--

1--

1-- 2

'

Take nutmeg ; one is not as
good as another. Schilling's
fine
Best, in nutmeg,
from difficult nuts to grind because full of oil ; the oil is their
virtue. I here are dry nuts;
there are wormy nuts. We are
no more careful in nutmegs
than all through.
' Your
grocer's; moneyback.

If you want to get to the World's
Fair easy, miss the rubh at Union Station. St Louis, leave the cars right at
the World's Fair gates, take the Santa
Fe Central and Rock Island.

The New Mexican Printing Com.
pany Is headquarters lor engraved
cards de vlslte in New Mexico. Get
your work done here and you will be
pleased in every particular.

,

wast Boura

souao

:

Agapito Cortez, Pecos. SE 4
SE
N
SE
SW 4 SW
S 9, T 17 N, R 12 E; 160 acres in San
.
Miguel County.
3443. Anantasio Duran, Cuervo. SE

1-- 2

.

6. SYSTEM,
Santa Fe Branch.

office

3442.

1--

H. B. Holt, of Las Cruces, who
was here in attendance upon the Parker- Davis wedd ng, in an interview with a
New Mexican representative stated
that the political situation In Dona Ana
County presages a substantial Repub
lican majority. He expressed the opin-io- n
that Senator Andrews will run
somewhat ahead of the ticket and esti
mates his majority in the county at not
less than three hundred. Referring to
Mr. Rodey, he said that his name is
seldom, If ever, mentioned and that even
his former supporters are disgusted with
his action In becoming an independent
candidate and will not support him, but,
on the contrary, will throw their entire
strength to the regular nominee of Che
party. Mr. Andrews' straightforward,
manly talk at the meeting In Las Crucos
created a very favorable impression and
gained him the support of some influential Democratic business men.
Mr. Holt expressed the belief that the
Republican legislative nominees will be
elected, as they are all strong, able and
honest men and are much more widely
acaualnted than their Democratic

D. & R.

States land

1--

Senator Andrews Will Run Ahead of the Ticket, But Every Candidate on It Will
Be Elected.
,

--

Final Homestead Entries.
The following final homestead entries have been filed in the United

1--

THE SITUATION
INDONA ANA

opponents.
Mr. Holt also stated that there Is no
doubt of the election 01 tne entire republican county ticket; that the party
is thoroughly organized and every one
working earnestly ana euthusiastically
to make the majority as large as possible',
while on the contrary, although the
Democrats have a full ticket in the field,
their leaders seem to be discouraged
and disheartened over the situation and
several of their nominees are making no
r
canvass whatever

Q

.

'V

o-'

P. O. BOX 419

,.

OFFICIAL MATTERS

convenrecently purchased a ranch near El the last Territorial Republican
united
supand
mane
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to
offer
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Paso and she expects
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convention,
nominee
to
the
future home. '
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THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSE IN THE CITY FOR FINE GOODS'

v--

I

A SWELL

:.

"

r

We take orders for suits and guarantee a fit at Eastern Prices

to the very best
a

v'1
"
This is the only Store in town that will
NOW is the time, don't miss your opportunity,
save you Money.
not
last
will
long.
they
COMB FIRST AND SECURE FIRST SELECTION.

5

'

up-to-dat-

LADIES' HATS,
TRIMMINGS,
MEN'S FURNISHINGS, CLOTHTNfc, HATS.

CARPETS,

'

33-1-- 3

f

CO,

"
Including .unn
DRESS GOODS,
JACKETS,' CAPES,

1

n!

:
INCORPORATED 1903

sfc

Fpss. A. FJugler.
8hows fine assortment of

,

'

LADIES CAPS
Latest patterns
"

MISSES

C&

.'

"

!

Also

't-r-

wvV..-

..

FALL and WINTER GLOVES
And the finest line

otf

'

-

'

PILLOW TOPS,

CORD, CORD

ETC.
TASSELS,
I
y

--6

SOUTH-EA-

ST

CflfRNER

PUZA

yw can

'

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, October 26 1904.
registration. Every citizen who desires
J to cast his vote at the coming election
should see to it that his name appears
J
upon the registration list. 'The boards
ltt tt
ftl
(1
ft dt i
will be in session at the following places:
Mrs Hersey's dancing class will Precinct No. 3 at the school house; Premeet tonight at Adams' Hall.
cinct No. 4 at the office of the justice of
La Tertulla Idiomatica will meet with the peace; Precinct No. 17 at the office
Miss Bates tomorrow afternoon at 3.30 of the justice of the peace; Precinct No.
18 at tbe court bouse.
o'clock,
A party of five yoiDg women from
Special meeting of city council this
of
council
member
the
Kiunmona, Virginia, accompanied by a
evening. Every
it requested to be present.
Housekeeper and cnaperon are ex
Wanted Copies of the compiled pected at SunmoUnt Tent City soon.
d&

CUTICBRA SOAP

The World's Greatest

SkiiiSoap.
The World's Sweetest
Toilet Soap.
Sale Greater Humify) World's Proiuct
of Oilier Skin Soaps.

Sold Wherever Civilization Has
Penetrated.

1

Millions of the world's best people
use Cuticnra Soap, assisted by Cuticnra
Ointment, the great skin cure, for preserving, purifying and beautifying the
skin, for cleansing the scalp of crusts,
scales and dandruff, and the stopping
of falling hair, for softening, whiten
lng and soothing red, rough and sore
hands, for baby rashes, ltchings and
chaflngs, for annoying irritations, or
too free or offensive perspiration, for
ulcerative weaknesses, and many sanative, antiseptic purposes which readily
suggest themselves to women, especially mothers, as well as for all the
purposes of the toilet, bath and nursery.
Cuticnra Soap combines delicate
emollient properties derived from Cut!-cur- a,
the great skin cure, with the
purest of cleansing ingredients and the
most refreshing of flower odours. No
other medicated soap ever compounded
Is to be compared with it for preserving, purifying and beautifying the skin,
scalp, hair and hands. No other foreign
or domestic toilet soap, however
expensive, is to be compared with it for
all the purposes of the toilet, bath and
nursery. Thus it combines In one soap
at one price the most effective skin and
complexion soap, and the purest and
sweetest toilet, bath and nursery soap.
Cnttaua BmoItcbL JOe.
tW otW),T
t7 cuntr-1SColam.
nix
Ave. rotter Droit ft Cham. Corp., Sou Prop.
Hu
to
let "Bow Cure Every

Sold thmuhoat the world.

Om torn ofI CkocoUtt Coated PtlU, Uc per
ntBM&L Me., Sosp, He. Dtpotei London,
houM Bo. I Peru, Roe de U
i Borkm,

(ai

OUR Facilities are complete for the
prompt production of Book, Pamphlet, Catalogues, and General Printing and Binding. We do nly the Best
grades of work and solicit the business of firms and individuals desiring
"something above the ordinary" at
pimply a consistent rate for the
of work w turn out.
char-acto-

r,

TEETH OF CHILDREN
Few mothers know how vitally Important
is the care of a child's first teeth. The
beauty of the permanent set depends almost
entirely upon it

COZODONT
TOOTH
POWDEfl

used with SOZODONT Liquid, prevents
accumulation of tartar, yet being free from
grit does not scratch the enamel. Do not
Insist on
experiment on baby's teeth.

SOZODONT,

,

3 FORMS: LIQUID, POWDER, PASTE.

jt

They desire a change of climate and
propose to remain here until their
health is fully restored. Outdoor or
tent life is fast becoming popular as the
surest and most complete means .of restoring to perfect health those applicable to any throat or lung trouble.
Ed. Davis, advance agent for the
great Nat Relss Southern Carnival Company, arrived in the city late last night.
A carnival and street fair will be held
in Santa Fe by this company beginning
the 14th of November and continuing
for one week. This company carries
about three hundred people and 30 cars
of Bhows. The country surrounding
Santa Fe will be billed thoroughly aud
carnival week will be made a gala event.
The funeral of the lateJobn Koury
which was held yesterday, afternoon
was largely attended bv many friends
and relatives from out of town. Among
the many floral tributes were offerings
from Montezuma Lodge No. 1, A., F. &
A. Masons, and from' Cerrillos Lodge
No. 10, of which the deceased was, a
member. Among those present from
out of the city were: Mr. and Mrs.
M.jMicbael, Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Koury,
M. Garguara and A. Michael, of Al-- I
buquerque; George Koury, M. Farah,
O. Maloof and Miss Farah. of Las Ve

Laws of 1897 in good condition. New
Mexican Printing Company.
G. A. Collins, the civil engineer.
j
assisting Secretary Safford in the head
quarter? of the Republican Territorial
Central Committee.
I
Santa Fe Lodge No, 3, 1. O. O.'V. will
hold ill regular weekly 'meeting tonight
at Odd Fellows Hall. All visiting Odd
Fellows are requested to attend.
Judge John R. McFie at his chambers
in the capitol today heard the case of
Marklev et al vs. Willis, et ai and most
of the day was spent in taking evid
ence.
Democratic and
faction candidates and politicians are
out In the county precincts hard at
'
work. The Republicans unfortunately
hive not yet commenced their cam
paign.
The Republican headquarters was a
busy place last evening. Nearly all of
the county delegates to the convention
arrived last night and all of them visit
ed headquarters to see what progress
the campaign was making throughout
Catron-Independe-

nt

the territory.

are being
Extensive improvements
made around the capitol grounds. Dur
ng the past week many trees have been
set out and new walks laid. The lawn
has also been graded and grass seed
planted and by next spring the grounds
are expected tO present a much better

SAVE AND BE HAPPY.
The startling assertion was made the
other day by a statistical authority in
s
of the young
Georgia that
men of that state working on salaries
were in debt through higher living
than their salaries warrant. It is to be
hoped the same proportion does not ob
tain in other sections of the country,
It makes brisk business for the "mon
ey sharks" but is fatal to all others
There Is no need of running in debt by
high living in Santa Fe, because "you
can board at the Bon Ton and get the
best of living at reasonable rates and
can lay away part of your salary for a
rainy day.

appearance.

Out of respect to the memory of the
late Solicitor General Edward L. Bart
lett, Judge W. H. Pope adjourned court
at Roswell on Monday and the court
aooointed a committee of the bar to
draw uDr suitable resolutions on his
death so, that the same might be spread
r
upon the records.
The Santa Fe today announces a rate
of $13.90 for the round trip to El Paso
on account of the National Irrigation
Congress which convenes in that city
October 15th to 18th. Low rates are
also made to points in the Republic of
Mexico for those who may wish to make
side rides after the convention.
It i very noticeable In talking to
business people about the streets that
several Republican nominees will gain
votes bv the fact that-- ' the candidates
ODDosed to them on the Democratic
ticket are not the right kind of men.
At the same time things politically In
the city and county seem to be consider

nine-tenth-

MARKET REPORT.

"

MONEY AND METAL.
New York, October 38. Monev on call
1
per cent. Prime mer
steady, .8
5 per cent. Silver
cantlle paper 4

58)$.

New Fork, October

91.30; copper firm,

Lead firm

28

S13.63f

$13.50

GRAIN.
Chicago, October 28 -- Close, Wheat

ably mixed.
Oct. 112; Dec. 113&.
The case which Involves the controv
Corn, Oct. S3; Dec. 49$.
street
ersy of tfulldlng on San Francisco
Oats, Oct. 30; Dec. 49JV
at the point of the. proposed Uallstto
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
street extension and the arrest of the
Pork, Oct. 810.90 Dec. $11.07.
city workmen several weeks ago, was
called in Migistrate Garcia's court and
Lard, Oct. 87.05; Jan. 86.92.
was continued until Monday morning at
Ribs, Oct. $7.15; Jan. 86.45.
ten o'clock, on account of the absence
WOOL MARKET.
of the prosecuting witnesses;
Woo
St.
Mo., October 28
Louis,
Tomorrow will b'e the last day for is
steady and unchanged.
and western medium, 21
territory
One medium, 16
18; fine, 10
16.

8TOCK MARKET8.
Fresh Flowers all the Time!
Fresh Fruits in Season!
New York, October is. Atchison 86 V:
pfd., 101; New York Central, 134;
rennsyivania, 136; Southern Pacific.
ess; union racinc,
111; pfd., 93; D
S. Steel,
20; pfd., 81.
LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., October. 28. Cattle
market steady.
Near tbe Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
San Miguel Sf-iPt- ,
JNative steers, 84.00
86.20; South
em steers, 83.50 Ob $3 75; Souther'
cows, 91.su (w c.7s; native cows so.
FLOWERS A
heifers, 81.50 (a $4.50;. Stockers and
feeders 82.25 a $4.25; bulls, $1.75 &
WEDDING BOUQUETS
DECORATIONS
83.25; calves, 82.75
$6.00; western
steers, $3.00
84.50; western cows,
FLOMAL DESIGNS
$3.25.
$1.50
market steady.
Sheep
12
No
O.
Box
7
P.
J0
j&
457
Telephone
4
Muttons, $3.50 ta 84 10: Iambs. $4.25
$5.60; Range wethers, 83.25
$4.15;
awes, 3.su ra 3 eu.
Chicago. October 28. Cattle market
S.CANDKLAB10
j.
8 to 10c lower.
801 San Francisco St.
ttood tu prime steers, 85.80 9 $6.60';
poor to medium, 83.75
85.60; stockers
and feeders, $9 00 84 25; cows $1.50
$4 50; heifers, $3.00 & 85.00'; canaera.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
82 40; bulls, 82 00
$1.50
$4.50;
calves, 83.00
87.00; Texas fed steers,
$3.50
western
$5.50;
steers, $2.75

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

.

The Clarendon Garden
"it

HoldjFire 36 Honrs

jt
MINOR CITY TOPICS
J$ jit

cftC",,TU rm

"WILSOIT HEATE !RJ3I
Does it with ordinary soft coal or hard coal. This stove is the ideal heater, because
the fire is never out, the rooms are heated evenly, and, best of all, it oses less coal than

A2L

Our stock is the .largest in the city and we are
, ,
;...'.
adding goods every day.
- We .Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money?:
After yon have visited other stores and odtalned
j .
prices, call on us ond get our

$5.00.

'
Sheep market steady,
Good to choice wethers, $4.85
$4.50;
fair to choice mixed, $3.50
$4.00;
western sheep, 83.00
84.40; native
lambs, $4.25 (9) 86.00; western lamb?,
84.25 & $5.65.

s

...

0. 8. WEATHER BUREAU NOTE.

Forecast for New Mexico: ' Fair weather
tonight and Saturday with sta'
We are here to stay. ' We are not closing out tionary temperature.
the thermometer registered
stock, bat increasing it every day. This is the as Yesterday
follows: Maximum temoerature. 53
oldest established native curio store in Santa Fe. degrees,
at 3:30 p. m.; minimum, 29

BOX

business and you will always find us at degrees, at
346 We like the
temperature
the OLD STAND ready to please you.

The bestvlace to buy "Indian and Mexican Blanket Pottery and Curios, alt
Mexican Drawn Work, Box 34
vm th
- - CHIT Dwellina. Beautiful

vlia

4

-

llll

'

6:40 a. m. The mean
for the 24 hours was 41 de
grees. Relative humidity, 56 per cent.
Temperature al 0:00 a. in. today. 30
.
degrees.

WILSOIST

New goods

are being received in all Departments and are being

at prices that will move them.

offered

Bargains in Wagons to close

Before making your purchases, look us over

out present stock

Gods and

ALL STAR OPERATIC
MINSTRELS.
After an expenditure of alarge sum
of money the New Mahara's Minstrel
and Operatic Congress of expert vocalists, frisky comedy purveyors, active
dancing; stars and a host of other recent new minstrel ideas will be presented at the Santa Fe Opero House.
A grand collection of colored stars, in- '
eluding a bevy of pretty octoroons, a
Mg batten of jolly comedians dancers,
and acrobats, the famous Blackstone
quartet. and many Innovations novel-ties and features, all strengthened by j
a beautiful set of scenery, gorgeous
costumes and a splend d orchestra,
creates the best minstrel show on the
road, Mahara's Minstrels play here
one night, Wednesday, November 2d. A!
big sensational street parade will be
uu "- siveu uu lue pwiuiya. BnCc
day of, the show.
MAHARA'S

J

(

1

4

r

"

Aii---

FJngraved visiting cards with or
plate furnished by the New
Printing Company.

BEGINNERS IN MUSIC
LMrnlng to
Play nam

LOOKS WELL

--

FOR ANDREWS

In

AmmnoltlonBeet

Made.

there will in all likelihood affect the
delegate nomination favorably to the
Republicans.

The regular Republican candidates
are putting in their best licks for their
and Mr. Sanchez thinks Senator
Taos County So Says Major Pedro ticket
Andrews will run ahead. He pictures
Sanchez, Well Acquainted With
the political situation there very rosy
Conditions There.
for Senator Andrews.

of T
one of
Major Pedro Sanch
0,degt and begt knQWn residentj of
that county and who hag severa, tlmeg
represented hls t:ounty and district In
house of representa.
tbQ iCguncil
-tJveg f the Legislative Assembly, was
,n t0WQ yesterday and to a reporter of
the New Mexican stated tnat from h!s
knowledge of political affairs there he
believeg tnat Senator w H AnclreW3,
Republlcan candidate for delegate to
CongresS) would receive from tw0 hun.
dred majority up, in the county.
The leaders of the Independent Republicans are for him and will see to
it that the ticket voted by that faction
of the Republican party will have his
name at the head and be voted by its
adherents. Mr. Sanchez also says that
such men as Juan Santistevan, Roman
Sanchez and others are sincerely for
the Republican nominee for delegate
to Congress and that the local fight

The best, most durable and handsomest book work In the Southwest is
done by the New Mexican, bindery.
Bankers, merchants, business men and
all others who have need of blank
books for the coming year will do well
to call on or address the New Mexican
Printing Company for samples, prices,
etc. Loose leaf ledgers of a superior
patent are also manufactured by this
bindery. Prices will be as low as can
possibly be arranged with good substantial workyusiness men, not only
In Santa Fe
at throughout the Terrl'
tory shoul. jnake it a point to send
their work to the New Mexican Bind,
ery, as It is a home Institution, employes a number of skilled workmen,
has the best, the latest and most im.

proved

machinery

and is in all

re--

spects an up to date institution.

It will pay you to advertise. Try It.

or organ
Mada
laay

by the ust
ef PROF.
WINTER'!
TRANSPOtl
TICN MUSIC
CHART.

Any one can
'So !mo!e a chiM can learn to positively and
quickly learn
pUy" Chorus by Musifc Teachers to
clay a piano
or organ witnout tne aia or a te.icner or any pre
vious knowledge of music wlih this chart.
ALL T0U HAVC TO DU Is to
place It on th9 key
poaia or tne instrument ana tne colored pointers on
tbe movable slides show What keys to stuke to play
any chord or piece.
Cit'erstd anil
Simple, 10 Eitsy, yil SclsnCJic.
utM by Mmlo Taaehert in all part CJ t!i U. b.
It Is a perfect dictionary and key to music, arranged so anyone can understand it. We can not
enumerate Its many points of merit here, so write
us for full Information, kand don't delay. Agents
wanted everywhere. '
Address

WATCHES, CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE, ETC.

HU ura o

ALL KINDS

JEWELRY

-

'HEIDI FILnZEEJEUELIT

DKSMNJ Df

OW

pa Fob Chains,
filigree Neck Chain,
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree) Brooch Piae.

THI NATION.!. MUSIC CO.,
tale Mfon. eird Dlltribatorl.
8T. LOUIS, U.S.A.

Dept. A.

Jf

DIAMONDS

t

Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Cats

HOUSE

A; M. DBTTBLBACH,

Mgr.
Two nights only Commencing

Monday, October 31, 1904

Carth Side PUzi - Saata F

DAVID S. LOWITZKD

THE

Call and see his new

lARIE FOUITAIfI

line of Iron Beds
very low price.

DRAMATIC CQIPAJVY

20

PEOPLE
20
BAND and ORCHESTRA

FOR BABY'S SAKE
-

ADMISSION

- 35

Wednesday, Nov.

and 50 CTS

J904

2,

AlfARA'S
GIGANTIC

PEOPLE
40
ADMISSION
75candi.oo
AU Reserved

We nave Just received

qi?STIELS

40

Seats

at Ireland's

at

Also has very large stock
of New and Second Hand
Stoves, Stove Pipe, Zinc,
s
etc., etc.

OPENING PLAY

r

P.'O.

-

-

.

Indian and FJexican Curios

one-thir-

It's false economy. WILSON HEATER saves its cost in fuel every year and gives
most satisfactory heat. It is cleanly and sold under positive guarantee.
:If yoa enjoy the luxury of dressing in warm rooms without the necessity of kindling
hew fires, try the
ZHZELTIEIR, !

;,.; OPERA

THE OLD CURIO STORE

d
in feel over any lower draft
fact, we warrantee it to save
WILSON HEATER will born briskly in the morning, with coal pot
simply open draft.
PUT UP WITH YOUR OLD STOVE ANOTHER YEAR-

other stoves. In
stove same site.
in evening before,
DON'T

a

car-lo- ad

Ncw Ffsrnitttte

f

of

jg

And will be pleased to 'show yon through our establishment.
e? e? Goods sold on easy payments e? & e

carried k a tetclasslaiipi up to date 4mg

pay iiJ3irM ate-

-

PMMmACl
...
:

'

i:

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday October 28, 904.
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The

Ask the Ticket Agent
Q

To

route your ticket via the Burlington

NEW SHORT LINE

and St, Louis.

between Kansas City

EASTBOUND SCHEDULE.
NO. 22 -

NO. 18

DAILY.

DAILY.

m

10.20 am

1224pm

2 55 pm
6.21pm

8 oo

Kansas City
Lv. Mexica
Ar. St. Louis
Lv.

4
I

5pm

NO. 2S

DAILY.

DAILY.

u.oopm
340am

g.iopm
217am

7.44 am

6.59 am

.

WESTBOUND SCHEDULE.
NO. 17

'

DAILY.

Lv. St. Louis

g.o5 am

Lv. Mexico

102pm

Kansas City

Ar.

NO. 21

NO. 31

NO. 23

DAILY.

DAILY.

DAILY.

j

oapm
2,55am
7.45 am

11

g.iopm

2.01pm
5.23pm
9 45pn

6.00 pm

NO. 31

1,32am
6.50 am

to have you write me.

Glad

pMopil

urn

!

St

Ticket Office, 1039 17th
j

.1

K.

VALLERY, General

Aent.

DENVER

I INCORPORATE!

H. B, Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Floor and Potatoes j
Stationery,
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
FBOMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL OKDKK8.

SANTA

FE, N. M l

t
Paso-North-easte-

rn

er

line-throu-

Col-

s,

d,

well-watere- d.

(

REGENTS Nathan Jaffa,

W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton,

and E. A. Cahoon
For particulars address

COL.

J.

W. WILLSON.

LANDS DNDSR IRRIGATION

J. C Lea
Sunt.

SYSTEH

These farming lands with perpetual water rights an new being offered
lor tale In tracts of forty aerea and upwards. Price of land with pe
petnal water rights from $17 to til per acre, according in location, ray
Menu may be made in tea year Installments. Alfalfa, grains, fralta of
all kinds, and sugar beet grow to perfeetloa.
,

-G-

OLD

frtlNES.

x

tali Grant, aboat forty miles west of Springer, N. M.t are the goM
mining districts of Eliiabethtown and Beldr, where Important mineral
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on noloeated ground may ha
made under the mining regulation! of the company, whleh are ae Iaia
able to the proepeetor as the U. B. government laws.
Near Raton, N. M., oa thle grant, are located the Coal Mines of aha
Baton Coal and Coke Coranj, where employment may be found as
f"n wages for any wishing to work daring the seasons that farming at
done.
proipeetlng ean not be tuceeaafuliymatter
For particulars and advertising
apply to

Maxwell Land Grant Co
RATON. NEUT C1EXIC0

MAX.. FROST,

six-roo-

cottages, stationary range, bath and Santa Fe
toilet Apply to Geo. E. Ellis, Claire

Attorney at Law.
:

:

:

:
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New Mexico

bureau has been established at 8&o
Seventeenth strGet, Denver, In charge
o Phil P. Hitchcock, where information will be cieerfully tareisbed.

It will pa you to advertise. Try It
RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly
SOCIETIES.
Offices Griffin Block
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all Phone 66.
other public and private use. Apply
Masonic.
EUGENE A. F1SKE,
to George E. Ellis, trustee.
Attorney and Counselor at La
MONTEZUMA LODGa
Santa Fe, N. M.
WANTED For the U. S. army: able
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
and
District
Supreme
Court
Practice
bodied, unmarried men, between ages
Regular , communicaof 21 and 35; citizens of United States
BENJAMIN M. READ,
tion first Monday la
of good character and temperate hab
Attorney-at-Law- ,
each month at Masonls
Its, who can speak, read and write,
.
Eanta Fe, N. M.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
English. For information apply to reS. SPITZ, W. M.
Palace Ave
cruiting officer S60 San Francisco Office Sena Block.
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN.
SANTA FE CHAPTER,
WANTED $8 to ?12 weekly easily
Attorney-at-Law- .
'
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
Las Cruces, New Mexico,
easily earned by either sex knitting
convocation second Monseamless hosiery for the western mar- District attorney for Dona Ana, Otero
day In each month at Ma
ket; our improved family machine Grant, Luna and Sierra Countiet
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
with ribbing attachment furnished Third Judicial District .
W. E. GRIFFIN. H. P.
worthy families who do not own a maARTHUR SBLIGMAN, Secretary.
chine, on easy payment plan; write at
CHAS. F. BASLEY.
once for full particulars and com(Late Surveyor General.)
SANTA FB COMMANDBRl
mence making money; no experience Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, i,. M.
No. 1, K. T. Regular
WOOLEN
UNITED
STATES
required.
Land and mining business a
specialty
fourth Monday in each
CO., Detroit, Mich.
month at Masonic Hall af
H. C. ABBOTT,
7:30 p. m.
W. R. PRICE, E. C.
FOUND. The place where you can
Attorney-at-Law- .
W. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
get the finest of Mexican chili con
Practices in the District and 8a
carne, chili stew, hot tomales, frijoles, preme Courts.
Prompt and careful at
K. OF 1.
menudo, and enchilades, also beefsteak tention
given to all business.
Enomelets.
and
Spanish
Spanish,
District Attorney for the Countiet SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
quire at the Bon Ton.
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Sar
of PYTHIAS
evHotel.

ton-?!av-

Juan. Santa Fe. N. M.
Better Than Pills.
The question has been asked In
EDWARD C WADB,
t
what way are Chamberlain's Stomach
Attorney-at-Law- .
and Liver Tablets superior to the ordiPractices
in all the courts.
nary cathartic and liver pills? Our an
cases
and mineral patenu
"Mining
swer is They are easier and more
a specialty."
Is
so
effect
to
their
and
take
pleasant
LAS CRUCES,
NEW MEXICO
gentle and agreeable that one harda
is
It
realizes
that
by
produced
ly
THANK W. CLANCY,
not only move
medicine. Then-theAttorney-at-Lathe bowels but Improve the apetite
2d Judicial District.)
(District
Attorney
25
at
sale
and aid the digestion. For
Practices in the District Courts aao
cents per bottle by all druggists.
the Supreme Court of the Territory, alA LOVE LETTER.
so before the United States Supren
Would not interest you if you're look- Court in Washington.
ing for a guaranteed Salve for Sores, ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO
w.

Burns or Piles.

Regular meeting
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
Avonue and Water Street Visiting
Knights given a cordial welcome.

JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S. . .
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance
I. O. O. F.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. V
Meets every Friday evening in 04
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNABBEL, N. St
A. P. HOGLB, Secretary.
B. P. O. ELKS.

Otto Dodd, of Ponder,

A. B. RENEHAN,
writes; "I suffered with an ugly
sore for a year, but a box of Bucklen's
Attorney-at-LaArnica Salve cured me. It's the best
Practices la the Supreme and Dlatrttt
Salve on earth. 25c at Ficher Drug Court. Mining and Land Law a special-ty- .
Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
The New Mexican prints the news.
Mo.,

w.

SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.B.
Holds Its regular session on the
at
second and fourth Wednesdays
each mouth. Visiting brothers are Invited and welcome.
A. L. MORRISON; JR., E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.

OSTEOPATHY

STORY

r

CLARK

IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON.
Osteopath.
No. 10S Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chroa!
diseases without drugs or medictnne.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours: 2 m.,
p. m. Phone 166

Santa Fe Tribe No. 6, I.
meets every Thursday eve
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock.
chiefs cordially invited.
C. L. BISHOP,

O. R. M.

at Odi
Visiting
Sachem.

A P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.

DENTISTS
DR. C. N. LORD,

Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jeweln

Office,

SANTA FE LODGE .NO. .259,
UNION OF AMERICA

FRA-TERNA- L

Regular meetings &rk and third
Mondays in each month at 8 o'clock
p. m., Knights
Pythias Hall, Don
Visiting f raters
Gaspar Avenue.
J. 8. CANDELARIO,
welcome.
Fraternal Master.
P.J.MARTIN,
H. 8. LUTZ,
Secretary,
Treasurer,

Civil Engineers & Surveyors All legal blanks at the New Mexican.
Bauermeister.
"I cannot speak too r'ghly of your
'
JAY TURLEY,
pianos, they seem to be unsurpass
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
able." R. Watkln Mills.
anfl
Santa Fe
'
Irrigation Wrrk a Specialty.
"I find your planes wonderfully am
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
pathetic for accompanying the voice."
Santa Fe, N. M.
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
Nicholson sprang to his feet and
to
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction
Jewelry ManiifactQrinir Co.
me. I consider them second to none."
seized the bridle.
G. A. COLLINS,
David Frangcon Davies.
Civil and Irrigation Engineer,
path that wound its narrow way up
"I think It capabl of the fullest ex
Surveying and Mapping.
ward.
pres3ion of musical thought" Ellen
Estimates Furnished.
A stir in the branches of a tree jrfcach Yaw.
112 8an Francisco St 8anta Fe, N. M,
above him caused Nicholson to look
"I- - my opinion
they rank among ttk.
up as Bettie, who sat In a crotch of very best pianos of the day." Emlle
the tree, looked down.
Sauret
&
Typewriting
In retrospective afterthought Nich'Possessed of a beautiful quality of Stenography
olson was forced to confess to him tone and a most sympatheUo touch.'
NOTARY PUBLIC, STENOGRAPHER
self that in the morning spent with
Fernando de Lucia.
N. Mondragon, Mgr.
TRANSAND TYPEWRITER.
Bettie he had not once thought of
'I was perfectly charmed with Its
LATIONS
his philanthropic scheme, or of the beauty of tee ind delightful touch.
From Spanish Into English and from
between
social gulf that yawned
Francis ' 'litsen.
Into Spanish carefully made
English
them.
"Their tone is sweet as well as reson
When next he climbed to the Ea- ant Are remarkably adapted for ac- Office West Side of Plaza.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
GLaughlls Building, Das Saioar Avenue.
gle Nest, she had told him that ' the companying the voice." Clementine
Santa Fe, N. M
double cabin above them was her de Vera Saplo.
home and called Eagle Nest, he car"Your pianos embody sweetness and
. MISS M. IONE BARR,
ried a small picture of the child and richness ot tone, splendid carrying
Stenography and Typewriting.
madonna. Drettily framed. It was a power and excellent action." Rosa
Continued on Page Seven.
Office with R. H. Hanna, Attorney.
fAL BUILDING &D
Olitzka.
THE STORY & CLARK PIANO CO.
66 Griffin Block.
Phone
LOAN ASSOCIATION R
If troubled with a weak digestion
Employ only expert workmen and no
,
Will assist you to
try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver piece work or contract work Is done
Tablets. They will do you good. For In their factories.
ARCHITECTS
tt
Own
Own
sale by all druggists.
They have won renown on two con
own
If
Be
landlord.
your
Pay your
HOLT
tinent! for excellence, and beauty of
HOLT.;Vf( V;., u
rent into the Building
Loan
BROKE INTO HIS HOUSE.
their Instruments.
Architects and Civil Engineers.
Association and thus pay for your P
S. LeQuinn of Cavendish, Vt., was
TPrlcee and terms most liberal.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
K
home.
robbed of his customary.iealth by inCall on the .General Agent for Now and construction ; work of sall kinds
vasion of Chronic Constipation. When Mexico, ; ,.
Office,
planned and superintended.
The Association has on hand monnvD
Dr. King's NeT? Life Pills broke Into
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las. Vega. Jto loan on desirable
A
'
property.
Phone 94.
his house, his trouble was arrested
t
For particulars call on or address!)
and now he's entirely cured. They're
Santa Fa. N. M.
the secretary,
VERE O. WALLINGFORD,
guaranteed to cure, 25c at Fischer Who will ahow you the Story and
E
Clark Pianos In the several etylea and
.
Drug Co. Santa !?e, N. M.
K. J. CRICHTON.
Architect.
finish Mahogany, Huncarlait, Wains First National Bank Block, '
3EOT1M BLOCK,
.
SAHTA FB. K. at,
and Golden Oak,
Try a New Mexican want lad."
, Albuquerque, N. M.
u

sea-leve-

On

new

Store. South Side of Plaza.
Barron Berthold.
"Shows such superiority of work
CO. HARRISON, D. D. 8.,
anship and finish as must. Kake Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.
them welcome to any household."
On the Plaas
Leonora Jackson.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)
resona In tone and
"Grand
lightfully sweet and tender." Mathll

New buildings, all furnishings aDd equipments modern and comsteam-heateall conveniences.
baths, watr-worltBOARD
and
LAUNDRY, 200 per session. Session Is
TUITION,
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above

;
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BOSWELL. NEW MEXICO.

FARMING

RENT

Attorneys at Law.

Musician
Read What Accomplished
Say of the Story and Clark Piano.

General Passenger Agent.

SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern

Tk

FOR

October.

1904

INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'8 FAIR.
A St Louis World's fair information

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

FOR RENT. Furnished front room.
Apply 302 Palace Avenue.

-''Equal if not uperior o any instru
ment I have had occasion to use."

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.

i

FOR SALE. Cheap farm, fine rich
unimproved quarter section in wheat
belt of Kansas. School 1 mile, county
seat 8 miles. Only $750. Must have
?350 by Nov. 30. Balance easy terms.
M. Y. LEWIS, Thrall, Kansas.

SAVES TWO FROM DEATH.
"Our little daughter had an almost
fatal attack of whooping cough and
bronchitis," writes Mrs. W. K. Havi-lanof Armonk, N. Y., "but, when all
other remedies failed, we saved her
life with Dr. King's New Discovery.
Our niece, who had consumption in an
advanced stage, also used this wonderful medicine and today she is perfectly well." Desperate throat and lung
diseases yield to Dr. King's New Discovery as to no other medicine on
earth. Infallible for coughs and colds.
50c and $1 bottles guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co. Trial bottles free.

2-- 5

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

leges.
plete;

A thoroughbred Jersey
For particulars as to price, etc.,

Inquire of Joe Cortez.

thing' genuine?"
Bettie's eyes held a gypsy glint, her
face dimpled into laughter again, and
the brown pools of her eyes laughed,
too.
She made a movement of flight,
then halted.
"The caff," she said, "it air real."
The forest engulfed her, so quick- ..
ly did she vanish.
When it finally occurred to him that
she did not mean to return, he was
sitting on the moss covered log at
the time, he got to his feet and fol
lowed.
The road fell into a compromise
between road and trail as it climbed
It followed a sparkling stream. Nich
olson passed alluring ' by paths to
hesitate at a foot bridge that crossed
the stream and left the trail." He
crossed the log and followed a foot

.

A. N BROWN,

i

FOR SALE
cow.

gh

plication to:

$

ADS

AND MISCELLANEOUS

,

Of couse you are going. If you want the best service see that your ticket reads via the El
and Rock Island Systems.
Low rates to St, Louis, also to all points in Indiana
and the more important points in Ohio. These tickets
will permit of stop-ovat St Louis.
St Louis tickets on sale October
and
90
tickets
October 11th, limit 30
27, limit
days, other
ticket
on
Insist
days.
your
agent routing you via this
line-th- e
seort
without change to St Louis
in Standard and Tourist sleeping and chair cars. Meals
in dining cars all the way.
Detailed information cheerfully furnished upon ap-

I

BY SARA LINDSAY COLEMAN.
(Copyright, 1902, by Dally Story Pub. Co.)
Bettie was always pretty but that
morning as she swept down the forest primeval she was a picture. The
rapid movement had flung the. blood
'into her cheeks, her hair had blown
about her face, her lips were parted, and her eyes were shining. Bet-tie'- s
eyes had a way of shining.
Nicholson stepped out of the road
to give her flying steed the right of
way.
As she flashed past her. sunbonnet,
held to her throat by its strings, danced on her shoulders.
Nicholson sat on the log and pondered. A beautiful thought had
come to him. As the girl passed she
said, "Howdy, Mister." There was
a strong grain of philanthropy in
Nicholson and the chance to work
out a long cherished plan was at
hand. All his life he had heard of
the narrowness and ignorance and
poverty of these shut-in- s
among
whom he was thrown. As seen they
had not appealed to him, but there
were possibilities in this beautiful
child.
So enthused was he with his project, so intent on mapping out a program that would bring beauty into
the forest child's life that he looked
up to find the object of his thoughts
approaching.
She was riding slowly and as she
neared Nicholson her horse swerved,
a rabbit scuttled from the fern bed.
Nicholson sprang to his feet ' and
seized the bridle.
It was all very simply and naturally done. No doubt the spirit of the
forest was in sympathy with Nicholson and had thrown this chance at
him.
But he stood speechless and awkward, clinging to the mountaineer's
horse. His acquaintance with young
women had not extended to those
who flung a "Howdy, Mister," at
him.
It was Bettie who broke the silence.
drawled the
"I mus' be
girl, "it air time ter milk old Suke."
Nicholson burst into a . roar of
mirth in which the girl joined.
Two who have laughed together in
the land where the old chief rests

are never thereafter strangers.
"I beg your pardon," gasped Nicholson, "but can't you get up some
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

WELTMERS

JTJLOOB

STATIOY,

BOOft?,

PERIODICALS.

IAGAZIJIES;

Headquarters for

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars
aos eanriwicwKooi.

santa re.
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.

n
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CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

meat conveniently located and only
and steam-heate- d
Bote! la the city. Electric light, bath aad sanitary plnmbta
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything np to date. First-clas- s
aennedted. Vine 8ample Room for Commercial Men v
fire-pro-

of

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the
CORNER VLAZJl

AXTD BAN

FRANCISCO

Btrtfc&aa

STREET.

Palace: George H. Pepper and wife,
New York; Joseph Pruitt, Aztec; D. T,
White, El Paso; A. Mennett, Las Ve
gas; W. D. Holllster and wife, Albu
querque; W. H. Disch, New York.
Claire: J. A.' Wood, W. H. .Wood
Kansa3 City; Mrs. Starr Hayes, Dixon
C. G. Gunther, New York; D. L. Mor
rill, Kansas City; Otto A. Mayer, St
Joseph; E. D. Davis and wife, Southern
Carnival Company; Jose Ortiz y Pino
Gallsteo; Frank Gomez, Galisteo.
Bon Ton: Jose R. Anaya, Santiago
Gonzales, Agustin Ramon, Galisteo.

part of Lifes game, and borrowed
Joy carries a heavy interest.
ine aay came when the man
climbed the hill with lagging steps.

"I'm going home," he told her, abruptly.
"Be you," nonchalantly.
"You'll marry a mountaineer and
forget me?"
"More 'n' likely."
"You love me," savagely.
Betty laughed with the abandon of
a child.
"Law, naow," she said, "ain't ye
funnin'?" She drew herself up and
the cool tinkle of Ice in a glass was
in her voice. "I air capable o' takln'
The Bon Ton Is the oldest establish keer o' myself." Again she dimpled
ed hotel in the city and under its able and cooed.
"Good evenin' it air
time ter
management endeavors to be
old Suke."
milk
detail.
in
date every
Nicholson had been dismissed as
coldly ai his own sister could have
CERTAIN RESULTS.
done it.
There was a wonderful moon that
Many a Santa Fe Citizen Knows How night. It balanced itself on a mounSure They Are.
tain crest, swung off into space and
trouble to
questions"
swept up the wall of the sky, put
of
work
about
the
out
the fire of the stars in its
Nothing uncertain
ting
Doan's Kidney Pills in Santa Fe. There path.
FAST.,
Is plenty of positive proof of this in
It fell on Nicholson, who climbed
evithe big hill with steps that did not
the testimony of citizens. Such
dence should convince the most skep lag; it fell on Bettie and left soft unRead the following certain patches on her white gown.
tical doubter.
A silence that filters through to the
statement:
Nazario Alarld, hackman, of Cerril- - core of one's spirit held the heights.
los road, says: "I was continually buy A wisp of a cloud, white as the dream
ing medicine for my kidneys, and if a of one beloved, followed the moon's
man spends every now and then 50 track.
Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m. Mountain Time,
Nicholson came suddenly from the
cents for a bottle of one guaranteed
of the little porch where Bet
preparation and 60 cents at another shadow
I
This handsome solid veetlbuled train Direct connections made for all
time, he makes an inroad into his tie sat. He had never been to the
finances. None of the medicine I used Eagle Nest before. He knew nothing runs through to New Orleans, Shreva-por- t North, East and Southeast
and SL Louis without change.
For schedules, rates and other to
had the slightest effect on my kidneys of the girl's home life.
He took off his hat and stood be Carries through sleepers Los Angelas formation calx oa ec address,
or backache, at least I was unable to
Chicago aad intermediate points.
notice any. When an attack of back fore her.
"Could you marry me
ache reached the virulent stage, I was
R. W. CURTIS
he asked.
compelled to stop work for an hour
in
Bettie
shadow.
the
disappeared
until the spasm
Southwestern Passenger Agent .
disappeared. When
"Tain't likely," she said with a
wrestling with ' an attack. I went to
El PASO, TEXAS
Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Kidney spirit.
Nicholson stormed up the steps and i
IV. O. LEONARD
E. P. TURKS
Pills. There must be more than ordi
lifted her from the chair into his Traveling Passenger Agent
On. Pttscnger and Ticket
nary merit in that preparation, for a arms.
EL PASO, TEXAS
DALLAS, TEXAS
course of the treatment for a short
Jes' come 'n' see my aunt," said
time positively stopped the very severe
some time

Texas
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DO YOU

EAT ?

If You Do Try

the New Cuisine at the

serenade a?e

Short Orders

$

"

s

Specialty. All the Delicacies of the Season. Opes Day and Night.
21 Meals for $4.50.
Regular Meals 25 Cents.

'

$

G. LUPE:HERRERA, Proprietor

454 8an Francisco Street, Next to Cartwright Davis Co's Store,

co

the qAS.wevagjieu;
furjiituie
lead ia everything.
China ware, Ql jiwm,
Made te Order

,

attack."
For sale by all dealers. Price

50

no- -

gayseii
Notioe for Publication.

OjALES

(Homestead Entry No. 549!.)

WAGJfER

DSPARTMBNT

"Licensed Embalmer,"

later.

Bettie,

cts.
Foster Mllburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States. Remem-

ber the name, Doan's, and take

amd.Koldlafs
Oooda Bola o Bsay

OF THB IKIEBIOB,

Nicholson followed her into the
cabin.
It! may have been the pictures on
the wall, the books scattered every
where, the open piano one of a doz
en things It may have been Bettie
herself, wearing a conventional gown
and 'with softly puffed hair, her face
crinkled up with mischief.
"Who are you?" demanded Nichol
son, sternly, "what are you doing

Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M. , Oct. 22. 1904.
Notice U hereby Riven that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention here?"
to make a final proof in support of his claim,
Jes' restin'," said Bettie. "I be a
and that said proof will be made before the
"
apologetically.
N.
or receiver at San mi Fn.
M.. on
register
Dee. 2d, 1904, viz: Estanislao Sandoval for the
Half unconsciously Nicholson lifted
Lot 2, t4 ne!4, seo 8, sw)4 nwH. section 9,
township 13 north, range 9 east, lie names the the nearest book from the table.
following witnesses to tirov his continuous
Hopes Afield, he read, by Elizabeth
residenee upon and cultivation of said landt
via: Antonio Ortiz. Hipnlito Kolbai, Abelino Burroughs.
Valencia. Justo Leyba, ali of Galisteo, N. M.
He knew the book. For months it
kUNUSL R. Oisko Register.
had been among the best sellers. As
book-writer,-

San Francisco Street.

Telephone 10.

3

When Ton Com

i

ZEIGER

QUICKEL

s
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to Albuquerque Don't Forget

C& BOTHE,

dob Room ana

t

J J

CAFE

Proprietors,

Billiard Hall Attached.

Corner Railroad Avonae and Second Street ;
i
--NBW MEXICO
AXBTJQUBRQTJS

Lemp's St Louis Beef.

MAIL ORDBRS PROMPTLY P1LLS1
MX KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS
Tbe Trade Supplied Prom Ose Bottle to a Carload.

jjj

Guadaltfpe Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

Phone No. 36V

Santa Fe Central Railway System.
the Short Line in connection with the E. P. & N. E. and Great Rock
Island route. Rates for the Woild's Fair, at St. Louis, $ 43,55, for
the round trip. Tickets

Use

THE NEW LIN

,

sale September 19, 20,
and 29, October 3d,
4th. 5th, 6th, 19th, 20th,
36th and 27tb. Limited
'
for return for ninety
days from date of sa'e.
In no event will the final
return limit of these,
tickets in any cise exceed Dece m bor 31st,
1004. Santa Fe Central
trains make cloe connection at Torrance. All
E. P. & N. E. & R. I.
.on
28

.9

K

he put it down his eyes fell on the
rage Madonna, his gift.
that are suitable for cleaning machin
"So you made a fool of me for the
ery, bring them to the New Mexican of sake of material?" His voice was
fice and receive cash for same.
bitter.
Bettie reflected. "I war experiment-in',- "
she confessed.
The Uplifting of Bettie.
Seeing the look on his face she
went to him swiftly. The gypsy vanished all woman she stretched out
Continued from Page Six.
her arms to him.
"I hate experiments," sobbed Elizfavorite of his, and some dim Idea abeth
Burroughs.
of giving It to her, of telling its story
and in this way making a beginning
was in his mind.
He found Bettie under the tree and
busily engaged at something she
thrust in her bonnet when he ap
proached.
He took the picture from his pock'
et and handed it to her.
"It's a picture I'm fond of," he
said,' hesitating., "May I give it to
you?"
Bettie's face wore its witch look.
It crinkled up with delight, and the
brown pools of her eyes when the .sun
strikes a clear mountain stream to
its heart It glints like Bettie's eyes.
She looked at the picture gravely.
"It 'pears ter me," she drawled,
"thet the little 'un favors its mar
powerful."
J Nicholson gave up Bettie's reformation then and there he abandoned it in a roar of mirth.
e
Each day he crossed the
to find Bettie. Every fiber of his be
ing rejoiced in the long1 summer days
days that only high altitudes breed.
The intoxication of living in close
touch with sua and air and earth in
their summer mood was upon htm.
He did not mar their perfection by
taking thought. Smiling, Indulgent,

If you have any clean cotton

BIN BOTHI

U. B. QUICSJsX

THE

,

Telephone Mo. s.

Night

Service

All

ion.

happy he lived in the
untroubled present. But paying

CONNECTING
G R E: AT RAILWAY SYSTEMS.

is

OF

NEW MEXICO

On Sale

to KANSAS CITY,

; Oct.;

all

points east. Lowest
rates, quickest time,
shortest lines, And
best service via tnis
route.

Pres. 6 CmI .lanaoer.

G,

F.

Ml

P.

A

19, 20,

Address the undersigned for toll and reliable Information.
A. OULOHERY,
Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texae.
City of Mex'co.

REA1IN6T0N TYPEWRITERS
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.. Dealers.

Santa Fe

.

.

.

.

New Mexico

Going via the Santa
Fe you are landed

DIRECTLY IN

FRONT OF THE MAIN
ENTRANCE

$40 70

To the "World's
Fair."
C0ACI( TICKETS

$25.75

On Sale Daily
LIMIT

15 Days.

26,27.

Chicago and return

l$45.55,

LIMIT

10

DAYS.

Dates of Sale
Oct

15, 18, 22, 25 and 29.

one way via St. LOUIS, on sale daily,

return limit December 15th.

.

S. B. GRIMSHAW.

.

W. D. MURDOCK, A. Q. P. A..

.1

Limit Dec. 31st

For any additional information call on or address 8. B Grlmahaw
Qenerel Passenger Agent, Santa Fe, New Mexico..

W. H. ANDREWS,

its Two Thousand Miles of Track
Reaches All the Principal Places
of Interest and Note.

With

$43.55

un-

trains of

and

Mexican Central Railway

ummmhmSbssbbbsisssbSbmmvmiiihm

,

CHICAGO

the Silver Lining. You can
do it from OUR TRAINS. We fjo
above them in places.

And so see

light-hearte-

Tickets also on sale

ALL TH E

AT THE GLOODS FROM THE TOP

LOOK

OVER

this route run Into the;
grounds so passengers
on this line have no.
change of cars but are
taken directly to the
gates of the Expositjniiiinii p(in"ii'Hi"""'""

Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.

foot-bridg-

trains carry Pullman
sleepers, tourist and din-

ing car.
surpassed.

Pacific Railway

&

Full Particulars Santa Fe Ticket Offices
"It "pears to me," she drawled, "that
the little un favors Its mar power- fttL"

..

.

II. S. LUTZ Afjent
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GARTWEIGHT.D AVIS CO.
GEO. W. HICKOX, President

Treas.

S. Q. CABTWRIQHT, Sec'y and
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A STRBNHICKET.
Continued From First Page.

250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Alarket Telephone No. 40.
No.

' FRESH POULTRY.
Fresh
poultry each Monday and FriWe are now receiving regular ship
s
We
day.fresh
only accept
ments
of "SEALSHIPT" Oysters
These oyrtera come to us in patent car killed stock. We handle no cold storriers. No ice or water comes in con age poultry, butter or eggs.
tact with them. You receive full measHIGH GRADE COFFEE.
ure of perfect oyster meat.' The salty
These cool mornings call for a cup
sea suggesting flavor is all retained.
of good Coffee. Whatever you may
have allowed yourself to drink during
PAT. CARRIER SYSTEM
the summer months, be just now and
buy good coffee the Chase & Sanborn
FRESH OYSTERS.

k-.-
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JN5UBES NATURAL FLAVOR atWR1T)fc

MAPLE SYRUP AND SUGAR.
We have in stock 'new shipments of
Maple Sugar and Maple Syrup.
20c
Sugar, per pound
Gallons

FERNDELL SYRUP.
$1.50; halves, 85c;

v

60c

PIERRE VIAUD.
113 but one which
abundantly justifies us in making it a
leader for this season.
40c
Gallons
$1.35;
75c;
A new brand with

PURITAN.
Not a pure Maple Syrup, but a very
satisfactory brand for the price.
30c
Gallons
$1.00,
60c,
PANCAKES.
We have in stock pure New York
Buckwheat Flour in bulk. Also
H. O. Buckwheat Flour, per pkg..,15c
H. O. Pancake Flour, per package. .15c
PURINA Pancake Flour, 2 pkgs. ... 25c

NEW

FOR THE
Q)&2?S
11,

in him the foremost statesman of the
present time and the champion of the
people and of honest, fearless and efficient

government.

We also enthusiastically endorse the
Administration of Governor Miguel A.
first-clasOtero and proudly declare that owing
to his vigorous, capable and honest administration of the executive power of
the Territory, the financial, business
and other interests are in a condition
of prosperity heretofore unknown in
.r "
the Territory of New Mexico; that during his administration, the laws have
been executed without fear or favor;
kind.
that vicious and . haVmful legislation,
$1.10 the inheritance of Democratic rule, has U
towel sacks, each
25 been repealed, and good and 'wholeyellow bags, each
.30 some legislation enacted, so that it is
maroon bags, each
cans, Seal Brand, each. . . .40 impossible for dishonest officials to
plunder the public funds without im-- ,
SEASONABLE.
mediate detection and punishment.
Cranberries and Sweet Potatoes are The legacy of indebtedness left by the
now the thing. We always have the
representatives of the Cleveland' adbest to be had.
ministration has been largely paid by
the present administration by the rigid
BUTTER AND EGGS.
We had a strenuous time supplying enforcement of the revenue laws. Taxour customers with butter and eggs es and public moneys are carefully and
but honestly collected and distributed in
during the recent railroad tie-uare now getting our regular supplies the interest of the taxpayers. Public
of Meadow Gold Butter and fresh Kan institutions have been Improved so as
to meet the increasing demands of an
.
sas corn fed Eggs.
increasing population, and extravaMEAT MARKET.
gance as characterized by the reign of
Regular express shipments of high-clas- s the Democrats under Cleveland has dismeats are received at our mar- appeared.
A
ket. If you wish to know what meat
We endorse with particular pleasure
satisfaction is, try our market for a the nomination of Hon. W. H. Andrews
week. Corn fed lamb, and mutton as for Delegate to the Fifty-nintConwell as beef and pork. Also such deli gress from New Mexico as we recog
cacies as sweet breads, brains, spare nize in him a man of wide experience
and mature deliberation in legislative
ribs, etc.
work and a citizen who has a deep interest in the development of the resources of New Mexico, with a wide
-:and influential acquaintance with pub
lic men of Washington, and we pledge
.
him our united and enthusiastic sup.......
port at the polls.
We firmly denounce the action of Mr.
Rodey in turning traitor to the party
that ha.3 honored him by making him
its delegate for two terms and now
seeking its defeat through malice,
spite and revenge.
We pledge the nominees of this, convention to the honest, fearless, and im
partial discharge of their duties In the
and citizens
interest of the
of the county and assure ' the voters
that all
money handled will be
:
:
: honestly public
accounted for, and we prophesy the triumphant election of the nominees of this convention and also Hon.
W, H. Andrews upon the 8th day of November.
.
Resolved, That it is the sense of the
county convention of the Republican
party of Santa Fe County that the
present and past condition of affairs
pertaining to the holding of primaries
Men,
should be remedied by some suitable
legislation on the part of our next legislative assembly, and, be it further
Resolved, That this Convention do be used in the Eastern states'. It is
Wool
respectfully petition the next legislat- good for the people and also for the
ive assembly to take such action in. the convicts. Back East when a man is
premises, as in its wisdom, it may deem sent to a penitentiary, he is :put to
work in shops that turn out goods that
A
expedient.
are placed in competition with skilled
The Ticket.
labor and this is a system that has
The following was the ticket,
: caused much
dispute and also labor

We have

the winter necessities.

Chamois Vests

and Chest Protectors that will bar out
the chilly blasts
.
.
.7.
.

that will stay hot; fully guarHot Water Bottles anteed
and at popular prices

new supply of Fountain Syringes of one, two and
sizes, which are of the finest quality,

h

CASH

Jackets for Ladles and Children,
Wool Skirts, Misses Skirts and Furs.
Wool Shirt Waists, Ladies and
Misses Hats.

tax-paye-

lira

Men and Boy's Winter
:

Suits and Overcoats.

:

Wool and Silk Shawls.

Facinators,
Winter Underwear.
Crown Shoe Co., Shoes for
Women and Children.
Wool Dress Goods. Ladies
Gloves.
Men Fancy Wool Shirts, Men's Hats, Men's
Gloves, Ladies Blouses. Winter Caps,
Infants Cloaks.
.

230 San Francisco Street

If

Denver

Santa Fe,
.

-

Council,
EDMUND C. ABBOTT,
House,
CELESTINO ORTIZ,
S. C. CLARK.
County Commissioners,

Telephone 148
New Mexico.

"."

.

'

First District,

Catron Block, East Side Plata.
MANUFACTURE

OF

FJexican Filigree Jewelry
DEALER IN

Batches, Clocks Jowolry and Haad Painted China.
Rtpoiriaf of Am watches ao4 Jowtlty wmk a ptcltltjr.
IlDIil GOOD!
FILIGKI It
0113111
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$
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Did You Know
M

All the nomineej are from Santa
Fe excepting Dr. S. C. Clarke, of Madrid; Benito Lujan, of Pojoaque, and
Victor Ortega, of Chimayo.
The convention adjourned at four
o'clock. The nominees on the ticket
held a meeting at the office of ,Darid
M. White after the convention, to con
sider ways and means of carrying on
the campaign.
,

fhatthe genuine Roand Oak
made by Beckwith, Dowagiac,
would hold fire all night just as
perfectly after fifteen or twenty
years of use as it did the first
night it was fired up ?
Well, it will, and it
don't matter about
the fuel either; it
burns hard or soft:

-
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em

mmi

Step into the store
some day and see it.

TEE HARDWARE DEALER.

7
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Kelley, a Chicago attor
ney, who has been in Santa Fe for the
past week on a pleasure trip, left last
night for his home. Before leaving,
Mr. Kelley said in an interview with
a New Mexican reporter that he enjoy
ed his visit to Santa Fe far more than
he expected to when he left Chicago.
He paid a visit to the two Indian
Schools, the penitentiary and. other lo
cal institutions, in addition to driving
through the surrounding country and
was very much pleased with this part
the country. "One thing," said
Mr. Kelley, "that impressed me, wad
the system used here for working the
convicts'- on the roads and' public1
buildings. It is a good thing and should
John J.

I
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SANTA FB, N.

If.

wm

Santa Fe and

Rio Grande

'

THE POPULAR LIMB TO

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek. Leadvllle.
Glenwood Springs, Aspert, Grand Junction. Salt
Lake City, Oaden. Butte, Helena. San
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma. and Seattle Also
Reaches all the Pr nclpal Towns and Mining Camps
In Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTF
To

y?rhe

all fflountalir Resorts

&
Only Line Planing Through" 8ah Lake CUy Enxoauilo the Pacific Coast

MW

DENVER

BETWEEN

mm

ALAMOSA
CRIPPLE CREEK
LEADVILLE
OLBNWOOO SPOS
GRAND JUMCT'N

'

'

8ALT LAKE CITY
OQDEN
PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

EF&t&tiSa

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
CLOSING
j SALE I

For Your

LIFE, ACCIDENT of
HEALTH Insurance

M

Wisbinjftore '

mMmMmMWmMi

Your

,.f:''V.-

SURETY or COURT
BONDS,

;

As well as Your

--

Go to . . .
THE HANNA

''
t':..8toci?Qf
.
INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK, CURIOS, ETC.
'
v V At less than 'Cost.

1

-

.

FIRE INSURANCE

'

i

'

r.

INSURANCE

Do you

'
'Phone No. M.
Cor. Wtehlirtoo aid Palace Aveaaes

'

:

;

'

AGENCY

,

AND

OUT

M.

-

&

The Enqineeiuko and Minimi Jouknal
MIBnKwqr, Ktw Vwfc

Attorney Talks.

I

STSTEJS

tT'TTtsttstTtustsin

DINING CARS

NOW IN ITS 39th YEAR
Tha leading mining periodical of the
world, with the strongest editorial staff of
-.
any technical publication.
.
.Subscription $.00 a year (including
U. S., Canadian, Mexican postage.) Sample copy free. Send for Book Catalogue.

According to the Way in Which it
Applied In Santa Fe Chicago

M
VSi

IIDE

Southern Railroads.

SSSm

CONVICT LABOR
A GOOD THING;

coal, coke or wood,
equally well.

W. H. GOEBEL.

who knows him, and when he comes
out, he can offer various excuses for
his absence. If your plan was in vogue
in the east, the chances are that a con'
vict going to work every day would
eventually be recognized by some for
mer friend or acquaintance. Before
committing a crime a man would look.
at this phase of the affair and the re
sult would be that crime would be
lessened, for no man, no matter how
hardened he is, desires his friends to
see him in a striped uniform, the em
blem of shame. The roads would also
be kept, in better shape to the advant
S
age of the

CHARLES W. DUDROW,
Third District,
VICTOR ORTEGA.
Sheriff,
CHARLES C CLOSSON.
Assessor,
'
TELESFORO RIVERA,
:
Probate Clerk, ,
M. A. ORTIZ,
Treasurer and
Collector, ;
H. B. CARTWRIGHT.
S.i). '
Probate Judge,
BENITO LUJAN.
(
i
Superintendent of Schools,'- JOHN V. CONWAY.
It you wish to make quick Bales yon
'
will have to advertlse'your wares.
Surveyor,
JOHN A. GWIN.
,

SI. O. "XTOSTTZ

,' ;
troubles.
,t
Another thing in favor of this plan
is, often a man who commits a felony
goes willingly to the penitentiary,
thinking that no one will ever see him,

wimwww
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Rio Grande. Rio Grande Western. RiV

Grande

.
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Santa Fe,

:

DEUVED

ijom-inated-

JOHN K01JPY,

three quart

Extra! The candy famine is at an end.
We have just received a large stock
of the best confectionery from the
leading candy factories!

STORE

-

!

,'

,

.

;

'

.

TOURISTS:

,

;

;

T- 3-'-

know that you miss half of Santa Fe if
not visit bur Curio Store & Free Aluseuia.
of the Old Cart
. O
Send for C&taloj

do

Sign

v.

Cor.

Sa Frjnclxct

Street and Borro Alliy

